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1 Executive Summary  
 
General Insurance of Cyprus Ltd (“Company” or “GIC”) is a member of the Bank of Cyprus Group of 
Companies. Since its establishment, the Company has played a leading role in the development of the 
insurance industry and insurance awareness and gained a reputation as one of the most important and 
reliable insurance companies of the island.  The Company is committed to continuously improving 
traditional non-life insurance plans, while at the same time developing new, innovative and flexible 
covers which satisfy the modern needs of every individual and business. It also maintains over time, a 
high level of client service at the time of sale as well as in claims handling. 
 
Responding to the increasing demands for direct service and utilising the possibilities offered by 
modern technology, the Company offers a wide range of products over its call center at 8000.87.87 
and online through its webpage www.gic.com.cy. In addition, GIC leads the development of 
bancassurance by designing and promoting the appropriate insurance products through the Branch 
network of the Bank of Cyprus.  
 
As from 1 of January 2016, the Company transitioned into the Solvency II regulatory framework after 
completing a comprehensive program of regulatory requirements in corporate governance, risk 
assessment and management, solvency and reserving as well as supervisory and public disclosure. 
 
The purpose of the Solvency and Financial Condition Report (“SFCR”) is to satisfy the public disclosure 
requirements according to Article 304 (1) of the Delegated Regulation (EU) 2015/35. The Report 
discloses the information referred to in Articles 292 to 298 of this Regulation under the following main 
headings: business and performance, system of governance, risk profile, valuation for solvency 
purposes and capital management. The SFCR has been prepared with reference date 31 December 
2016.  
 
Business and Performance 
The Company’s main lines of business are Motor, Fire and Liability classes which in total account for 
86% of the overall business portfolio.  In 2016, the Company continued to operate in a challenging 
environment achieving high profitability levels. The Company’s net technical result from Cyprus 
operations amounted to €7,8m and represents approximately one third of the total Cyprus non-life 
insurance market results1. Overall, the Company experienced growth in net earned premiums during 
the year while its total net claims ratio increased slightly to 38% as a result of increased frequency and 
severity of claims in Motor and Liability lines of business. Despite the increase, this compares 
favourably to the Cyprus non-life insurance market ratio of 63%1. 
 
System of Governance 
The corporate governance framework of the Company is based on the “Three Lines of Defence” model 
which supports the implementation of a robust internal control system and is aligned with the “four 
eye principle” that the Company is required to comply with.   
 

The Company’s Board of Directors bears the ultimate responsibility for ensuring that corporate 
governance arrangements within the Company are sufficient and appropriate to the size, nature and 
complexity of its business. Furthermore, the Company’s Board delegates authority to certain 
Committees in order to monitor and oversee specific aspects of the business. In addition, the Company 

                                                           

1 Market data is based on the annual preliminary statistics for the year 2016, as published on the website of the Insurance 
Association of Cyprus www.iac.org.cy. 

http://www.gic.com.cy/
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has established and incorporated into its governance system the following four key functions: Risk 
Management, Actuarial, Internal Audit and Compliance.  

The Company ensures that all persons who effectively run the Company or have other key functions 
are fit to provide sound and prudent management through their professional qualifications, 
knowledge and experience and are proper by being of good repute and integrity.  
 
Within the reporting period, the Company’s General Manager opted for one of the Voluntary Exit Plans 
(“VEPs”) offered by the Bank of Cyprus Group for its employees in Cyprus. Until the appointment of a 
new General Manager, executive duties have been undertaken by the Chairman of the Company’s 
Board of Directors. 
 
Risk Profile  
The Company uses the standard formula to estimate its Solvency Capital Requirement (“SCR”) 
according to which the SCR calculation is divided into risk modules. The main components of the SCR 
(before diversification) for the reporting year ended 31 December 2016 are as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Non-Life Underwriting risk, Counterparty Default risk and Market risk are the main components of the 
Company’s SCR. Non-life underwriting risk components are premium, reserve risk and catastrophic 
events risk which are mitigated through the purchase of adequate reinsurance cover. Also, the 
Company follows a defined Investment Policy which includes specific criteria and limits (qualitative and 
quantitative) for each category of asset in order to ensure that investments are made in a prudent 
manner. 
 
Capital Management 
The Company’s SCR at 31 December 2016 is estimated at €25,1m and is covered by €44,0m of eligible 
capital resources, providing a surplus of €18,9m and an SCR coverage ratio of 175%.  
 

SCR Coverage  €’000 
Own funds  43.983 
SCR   25.108 
Surplus  18.875 
SCR Coverage Ratio  175% 

 
As part of its risk management process, the Company carries out stress and scenario testing for 
material risks, to ensure continued compliance with the SCR. Based on the assessment performed, the 
Company’s risk profile lies within its defined risk appetite limits.  
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Valuation for solvency purposes 
The valuation of assets and liabilities for Solvency II purposes is the same as the Company’s financial 
statements prepared under International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) except for: 
• Differences in the valuation of technical provisions and associated reinsurance recoverables. 
• Intangibles and deferred acquisition costs under assets in financial statements, which are valued 

at zero under Solvency II. 
• Differences in deferred tax valuation.  
 

Own Funds Reconciliation  €'000 
Equity (IFRS Financial Statements)  41.716 
Difference in valuation of technical provisions (net)  7.101 
Deferred Acquisition Costs  (4.204) 
Intangible assets  (306) 
Differences in deferred tax valuation    (324) 
Own Funds (Solvency II) 43.983 
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A Business and Performance 
 
A.1 Business  
General Insurance of Cyprus Ltd (“Company” or “GIC”) was incorporated in Cyprus as a limited liability 
company in accordance with the provisions of the Cyprus Companies Law, Cap. 113. GIC is a wholly 
subsidiary of the Bank of Cyprus Public Company Ltd (“BOC” or “Parent” or “Bank”) and is part of the 
BOC Group of Companies (“BOC Group” or “Group”). BOC is a limited liability company incorporated 
under the Cyprus Companies Law.  The principal activities of the BOC Group involve the provision of 
banking, financial, insurance services and management of disposal of property. BOC is regulated by the 
Central Bank of Cyprus. On 18 January 2017, Bank of Cyprus Holdings Public Limited Company was 
introduced in the Group structure as the new holding company of the Group. The BOC Group structure 
can be found in the Bank’s website and in the Bank’s Annual Financial Report for 2016 (Note 49, Group 
Companies) at www.bankofcyprus.com. 
 
Since its establishment, GIC has played a leading role in the development of the insurance industry and 
insurance awareness and gained a reputation as one of the most important and reliable insurance 
companies of the island. GIC is committed to continuously improving traditional non-life insurance 
plans, while at the same time developing new, innovative and flexible covers which satisfy the modern 
needs of every individual and business. It also maintains over time, a high level of client service at the 
time of sale as well as in claims handling. 
 
The Company operates through its Head Office, which is located in Nicosia and five district branches 
(Nicosia, Limassol, Larnaca, Famagusta, Paphos).  Each branch supports the sales activity and operates 
as a customer service center, including the handling of claims in its geographical area of responsibility. 
By the end of the reporting period the Company employed 88 full time employees.   
 
The Company is subject to supervision by the Insurance Companies Control Service of the Cyprus 
Ministry of Finance (“Supervisory Authority” or “Regulator”).  The Superintendent of Insurance is the 
head of the Service which at all times acts on behalf of and by order of the Superintendent of 
Insurance. The Regulator can be contacted at: 
 
Insurance Companies Control Service 
P.O. Box 23364,  
1682 Nicosia, Cyprus 
Tel. No: 22 602 990 
Fax. No: 22 302 938 
Email: insurance@mof.gov.cy 
Website: www.mof.gov.cy  
 
The Company’s independent external auditors are: 
Ernst & Young Cyprus Ltd 
P.O. Box 21656 
1511, Nicosia, Cyprus 
Tel. No: 22 209 999 
Fax. No: 22 209 997 
Website: www.ey.com/cy/  
 
 
 
 

http://www.bankofcyprus.com/
http://www.mof.gov.cy/
http://www.ey.com/cy/
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The Company carries out business in Cyprus under the following non-life insurance lines of business 
(“LoB”): 
 

Per Financial Statements (“IFRS”) Per Solvency II  
Accident & Health Medical expense  
Motor Motor vehicle liability, Other motor  
Marine Marine, aviation and transport  
Fire Fire and other damage to property  
Liability  General liability  
Credit Credit and suretyship  
Miscellaneous Miscellaneous financial loss 

 
The Company engaged in insurance operations in Greece via its Branch “Kyprou Asfalistiki”. In 2014, 
the Company entered into a co-operation agreement with another insurance company in Greece 
regarding the placement of the insurance operations of the Branch upon expiry of insurance policies 
issued by the Branch. The Branch is currently in a run-off status. 
 
A.2 Underwriting Performance 
Gross written premiums portfolio mix for the year ended 31 December 2016 is as follows: 

4%

24%

1%

49%

13%

0%
9%

Premiums portfolio mix

Accident & Health
Motor
Marine
Fire
Liability
Credit
Miscellaneous

 
As per the financial statements the Company’s underwriting performance for 2016 is summarised as 
follows: 
 

Underwriting performance  €'000 
Gross written premiums 44.955 
Net earned premiums 23.200 
Other insurance income 6.174 
Net claims cost (8.748) 
Expenses (12.879) 
Net Technical Result 7.747 
Break down by LoB:  
Accident & Health 437 
Motor (589) 
Marine 64 
Fire   6.224 
Liability 1.369 
Credit  (4) 
Miscellaneous 246 
Total 7.747 
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Net technical result represents the underwriting result of the Company net of reinsurance.  The 
Company maintains adequate reinsurance protection at all times, to reduce the volatility of the claims 
and underwriting performance. 
 
Overall, the Company experienced growth in net earned premiums during the year.  The Company’s 
total net claims ratio increased slightly to 38% as a result of increased frequency and severity of claims 
in Motor and Liability lines of business. Despite the increase, this compares favourably to the Cyprus 
non-life market ratio of 63%2. 
 
Total net technical result decreased due to higher claims noted above and increased expenses mainly 
due to the compensations paid to staff who left the Company under Voluntary Exit Plans. The 
Company’s net technical result from Cyprus operations for 2016 represents approximately one third of 
the Cyprus non-life market results as demonstrated in the table below:  
 

Net Technical Result €'000 
Cyprus non-life market 2 22.735 
GIC (Cyprus) operations 7.807 
GIC share of market profitability 34% 

 
A.3 Investment Performance 
The Company’s investments comprise mainly of cash and deposits, bond funds, and properties. 
Performance and information on income and expenses arising from investments by asset class during 
2016 is presented in the following table: 
 

Asset Class 

Investment 
income 

Investment 
expenses 

Realised 
gains/(losses) 

Unrealised 
gains/(losses) 

€'000 €'000 €'000 €'000 
Cash and deposits 381 -   - -  
Bond funds - 29  - 104 
Investment properties 132 -  (91) (113) 
Equities 3 1 3 10 2 
Other 16 - - - 
Total  530 32 (81) (7) 

 
Investment income decreased compared to the prior year mainly due to the lower deposit balances 
and interest rates during the reporting period.    
 
The recent developments that have affected the economy of Cyprus have brought instability in the 
real estate market and resulted in a reduction in the real estate fair values. During 2016, the Company 
also proceeded with the sale of a vacant investment property.  

                                                           

2 Market data is based on the annual preliminary statistics for the year 2016, as published on the website of the Insurance 
Association of Cyprus www.iac.org.cy. 
 
3 Unrealised gains relating to equities classified as available for sale of €2k were recognised directly in equity.  
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B System of Governance 
 
B.1 General information on the system of governance 
The Corporate Governance framework of the Company is based on the “Three Lines of Defence” 
model. The “Three Lines of Defence” model supports the implementation of a robust internal control 
system and is aligned with the “four eye principle” that the Company is required to comply with (i.e. 
the Company is effectively run by at least two persons).   
 
The organisational structure and reporting lines of the Company are designed to: 

•  Enable apportionment of responsibilities and clear accountability.  
•  Ensure the prudent and effective management of the Company.  
•  Facilitate prompt transfer of information to all persons who need it.  
•  Prevent any conflicts of interest.  

 
The Company has also established and incorporated into its governance system the following key 
functions: 

• Risk Management Function 
• Actuarial Function 
• Internal Audit Function 
• Compliance Function  

 
First Line of Defence: This refers to the control activities carried out by business line management and 
staff (i.e. controls within the risk-taking functions, operations, Human Resources, Information 
Technology, etc).  These control activities are built into policies, systems, processes and procedures of 
the specific business line.   
 
Second Line of Defence: This refers to the bodies that provide challenge and oversight over the 
activities of the 1st line of defence. These include Risk Management, Compliance and Actuarial 
Functions. 
 
Third Line of Defence: This refers to bodies that provide independent and objective assurance of the 
effectiveness of the Company’s systems of internal control established by the first and second lines of 
defence. In practice, this is the Company’s Internal Audit Function and ultimately the Audit/Risk 
Committee. 
 
B.1.1 Main roles and responsibilities of the Administrative, management or supervisory body  
The Company’s Board of Directors (“BoD”) bears the ultimate responsibility for ensuring that 
Corporate Governance arrangements within the Company are sufficient and appropriate to the size, 
nature and complexity of its business.  The BoD of the Company delegates authority to certain 
Committees in order to monitor and oversee specific aspects of the business.  Delegating to specialised 
Committees, does not in any way release the BoD from collectively discharging its duties and 
responsibilities. Specifically the BoD has regular and robust interaction with the Committees it 
establishes, requesting information from them proactively and challenging it when necessary. 
 
The BoD is the ultimate authority for the management of the Company and it maintains responsibility 
for the Company’s prudent management. The BoD organises and directs the affairs of the Company in 
a manner that seeks to protect its policyholders’ interests, maximise the value of the Company for the 
benefit of its shareholders, while complying with regulatory requirements and relevant governance 
standards.  
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In performing its overall oversight function, the BoD reviews and assesses the Company’s strategic and 
business planning, its solvency, as well as the Management’s approach to addressing significant risks 
and challenges facing the business. In performing its oversight function, the BoD maintains frequent, 
active and open communication and discussions with Management.  
 
At 31 December 2016, the BoD consists of the Executive Chairman, one executive member and four 
non-executive members two of which are independent.  
 
The main responsibilities of the Company’s BoD are as follows: 
• Consider and approve the business strategy; approve and monitor the implementation of business 

objectives of the Company. 
• Oversee the internal control functions and confirm adequacy of the control environment. 
• Oversee risk management and establish appropriate and prudent risk management policies. 

Approve all relevant policy documentation and any exceptions to such policies.   
• Understand the capital needs of the Company and oversee the Company’s capital management 

and liquidity.  
• Oversee Management. The Board selects and when necessary, replaces Management members 

and puts in place an appropriate plan for succession.   
• Ensure high ethical standards in doing business.   
• Assess the governance structure periodically to ensure that it remains appropriate in light of 

growth, increased complexity etc.  
 
For a more effective operation of the BoD, the BoD has established the Audit/Risk and Investment 
Committees with oversight responsibility over key functions. The ultimate responsibility and approval 
of relevant issues remains with the BoD. 
 
Audit/Risk Committee 
The Audit/Risk Committee (“ARC”) is an advisory Committee to the BoD which assists with the 
formulation of the Company’s overall risk strategies and policies for managing significant business 
risks, and is responsible for designing and implementing the Company Risk Management Framework.  
In addition, the ARC ensures that the Company’s overall system of internal control operates 
effectively, monitors and reviews risk exposures and breaches and monitors and approves technical 
provisions.  
 
The ARC consists of three non-executive Directors and at least two members are independent. The 
ARC shall have ad hoc meetings and meet not less than twice a year as a minimum.  
 
Investment Committee 
The Investment Committee (“IC”) is the Company’s delegated authority for developing and overseeing 
the implementation of the Company’s investment strategy, policies and procedures and for ensuring 
the investment decisions are made in a prudent manner and are within the Company’s risk appetite.   
 
The IC consists of three non-executive Directors and at least two members are independent. The IC 
shall have ad hoc meetings and meet not less than twice a year as a minimum.  
 
Executive Committee 
In addition to the BoD Committees and in order to promote the effective operation of management, 
the Company has set up the Executive Committee (“ExCo”) which consists of members of the 
Company’s Executive Management and is chaired by the General Manager. The ExCo enables the 
coordination of all internal business areas and functions within the Company and discusses the 
Company’s strategic decisions.  In addition, it is responsible for the regular review of the Company’s 
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performance, strategy, objectives, business plans and budgets and ensuring that any necessary 
corrective action is taken in a timely manner.   
 
The structure of the Company’s administrative, management or supervisory body at the end of the 
reporting period is presented in Appendix B.  
 
B.1.2 Material changes in the system of governance during the reporting period 
During 2016, one executive and two non-executive independent Directors were appointed to the 
Company’s BoD.  
 
Within the reporting period, the Bank of Cyprus Group proceeded with Voluntary Exit Plans (“VEPs”) 
for its employees in Cyprus. In total 9 employees left the Company under these Plans, including the 
Company’s General Manager. Until the appointment of a new General Manager, executive duties have 
been undertaken by the Chairman of the Company’s Board of Directors. 
 
B.1.3 Remuneration Policy  
The Company follows the BOC Group Remuneration Policy.  
 
The Group’s objective to attract, develop, motivate and retain high value professionals is considered 
fundamental in achieving its goals and objectives and ensuring that the right people are in the right 
roles whilst managing its remuneration strategy and policies in a manner aligned with its shareholders.  
 
The Group’s aim is to align its Remuneration Policy and human resources practices, with its long term 
objectives, its risk tolerance, capital and liquidity availability, the interests of its shareholders and 
ensure that they are consistent with and promote sound and effective management of risk and do not 
encourage excessive risk-taking. 
 
The main form of remuneration of Executive Management and staff is fixed remuneration which 
comprises of salary and applicable allowances as determined by employment contracts, collective 
agreements and relevant employment legislation.  Also, the remuneration of non-executive members 
of the BoD is not linked to the profitability of the Company. It is related to the responsibilities and time 
devoted for Board meetings and for their participation in the Committees of the Board.  
 
In addition to the employer’s contributions to state social insurance, the Company operates a defined 
contribution plan for the provision of additional retirement benefits for the Company’s permanent 
employees in Cyprus. The plan which provides for employer and employee contributions at predefined 
percentages of the employees’ gross salaries is managed by a Committee appointed by the members.  
 
The provisions of the VEPs offered by the Group during the year, allowed for compensations estimated 
by reference to the years of service and monthly salary subject to a maximum monetary amount.  
 
B.1.4 Material transactions with shareholders, with persons who exercise significant influence and 

members of the administrative, management or supervisory body  
BOC is a tied insurance intermediary of the Company and accounts for a significant share of the 
Company’s premiums that are written through the Bank’s network. In return for this business the 
Company incurs commission expenses. Other transactions with BOC include the payment of dividends, 
insurance and rental arrangements and interest income earned on bank deposits.  
 
Transactions with members of the BoD and Executive Management include Directors’ fees, salary 
compensations, retirement benefit plan contributions, as well as compensations paid under the VEPs 
offered during the year.  
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B.2 Fit and proper requirements 
The Company ensures that all persons who effectively run the undertaking or hold other key functions 
at all times fulfil the following requirements: 
• Their professional qualifications, knowledge and experience are adequate to enable sound and 

prudent Management (“fit”). 
• They are of good repute and integrity (“proper”). 
 
A person is considered to have a good reputation if there is no reason to assume anything to the 
contrary. Any indications that may give rise to well-founded doubts about the ability of that person to 
ensure reliable and prudent management may adversely affect his good reputation.   
 
When evaluating the experience, skills and knowledge of a person, the Company considers the nature 
and extent of a number of matters. Such factors include but are not limited to: 
• The person’s character, competence and suitability relative to the duties involved, including 

whether the person: 
- Possesses the necessary skills, knowledge, expertise, diligence and soundness of judgment to 

undertake and fulfil the particular duties and responsibilities of the particular position. 
- The level and object of the individual’s education and whether it is relevant to the sector or 

other relevant sectors such as economics, law, management, etc. 
- Studies equivalent to a university degree or a recognised professional qualification relevant to 

financial matters and an adequate knowledge of the sector. 
• Knowledge in financial markets, regulatory framework, strategic planning and corporate 

management, risk management, company organisation, governance and control, accounting, 
actuarial. 

• Interpretation of key insurance figures. 
• Adequate professional experience in corporate management or supervisory and control functions. 
 
In addition to the above, the following governance criteria are also evaluated: 
• The person does not have a conflict of interest in performing the duties of the position or, if there 

is a conflict of interest, the Company must conclude that the conflict will not create a material risk 
that the person will fail to perform properly the duties of the position. 

• The individual is able to commit the necessary time to his duties. 
• The individual’s ability to perform his duties independently without undue influence from others. 
• The composition of the BoD, the collective knowledge and experience. 
 
The Company applies the following processes and procedures to ensure that individuals are fit and 
proper:  
• Training: The Company ensures that all individuals receive appropriate training for maintaining 

their competence. 
• Appraisals: Management carries out annual appraisals to review staff’s current performance and 

establish goals for the upcoming year.  
• Annual Declaration: Assessed persons (BoD members, General Manager, Key persons influencing 

decision making) are required to submit on an annual basis a declaration of any changes to ensure 
that they remain fit and proper.  

• Board assessment: The Corporate Governance Compliance Officer (“CGCO”) is responsible for 
assessing and evaluating the performance of the BoD, its Committees, the Directors and the 
Chairperson on an annual basis.  For the purposes of assisting such assessment by the CGCO and 
providing constructive input for the improvement of the BoD as a whole, the BoD adopts a self- 
assessment policy on its effectiveness and performance through the completion of specific 
questionnaires.  
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B.3 Risk management system  
B.3.1 Risk management framework 
The Corporate Governance framework for the management of risks within the Company is based on 
the “Three Lines of Defence” model as discussed above.  
 
The “First Line of Defence” is the business line Management and staff who are responsible for 
identifying, managing and reporting risks (Underwriting, Claims, etc). The “First Line of Defence” is 
controlled by the “Second Line of Defence” functions (Risk Management, Compliance and Actuarial). 
The work of the Risk Management Function is supervised by the Audit/Risk Committee, the BoD 
Committee with responsibilities for risk management.  The risk governance framework is 
complemented by the “Third Line of Defence” which is the Internal Audit Function, which provides an 
independent assurance to the BoD on the performance and effectiveness of the risk management 
system within the Company.   
 
The Company’s risk management framework objectives are to provide: 
• A clearly defined and well documented risk management strategy that: 

- Sets the Company’s risk management objectives, key risk management principles, overall risk 
appetite and assignment of responsibilities for risk across all the activities of the Company  

- Is consistent with the Company’s overall business strategy. 
• Adequate written policies that: 

- Include a definition and categorisation of the material risks faced by the Company by type, and 
the levels of acceptable risk limits for each risk type 

- Implement the Company’s risk strategy 
- Facilitate control mechanisms 
- Take into account the nature, scope and time horizon of the business and the risks associated 

with it. 
• Appropriate processes and procedures which enable the Company to identify, assess, manage, 

monitor and report the risks it is or might be exposed to. 
 
B.3.2 Risk Management Function 
The Risk Management Function (“RMF”) is responsible for coordinating all risk management activities 
and comprises of the Head of Risk Management and specialised staff.   
The RMF is free from influences that may compromise their ability to undertake their duties in an 
objective, fair and independent manner. The RMF cooperates with business functions/departments to 
carry out its role and has a reporting line to the BoD, through the Audit/Risk Committee, through 
which it is possible to escalate issues and act independently from Management. It also has a direct 
reporting line to the BOC Group’s Risk Committee through the BOC Group’s Risk Management 
Function in order to ensure its operational independence and safeguard its ability to escalate 
important issues.   
 
The main roles and responsibilities of the RMF in the risk management framework are defined below:  
• Support the BoD in the determination and implementation of the risk strategy and capital planning 
• Coordinate the implementation of the risk management framework 
• Evaluate and monitor the level of regulatory capital available to meet risk strategy and business 

objectives 
• Ensure that the eligible own funds are adequate to cover SCR and MCR 
• Regular reporting to Management and Audit/Risk Committee 
• Review the appropriateness of the risk strategy by reference to Company objectives, appetite and 

limits, and inform the Audit/Risk Committee of any changes that may be required 
• Monitor material risk exposures on an ongoing basis 
• Develop internal risk methodologies and models 
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• Escalate breaches to appropriate authority. 
 
B.3.3 Risk management methodology 
Risk management methodology follows the stages below for all categories of risks: 
• Risk Identification 
• Risk Measurement 
• Risk Mitigation 
• Risk Monitoring 
• Risk Reporting 
 
Risk identification  
Risk identification is the process followed to identify and record all material risk exposures that arise 
from the Company’s activities. Material risks are identified both formally, through the annual review of 
the Company’s risk strategy, and informally as they arise in the course of business. The risks are 
assessed based on the severity of adverse impact that they could have on the Company if they were to 
be crystallised. 
 
The risk identification is performed jointly by the business functions/departments and the RMF and is 
documented in the Company’s Risk Register.  Risk identification is performed at all levels of business as 
listed below:   
• Existing risk identification 
• Emerging risk identification 
• Risks identified following the recording of loss events 
• Risks identified through internal audit, compliance and information security reports 
• Risk and control self – assessment (“RCSA”) process. 
 
Risk measurement  
Once risks are identified, the measurement procedure is performed by all departments/functions on 
an annual basis in cooperation with the RMF. Material risks are considered more carefully, in order to 
measure their impact precisely using qualitative and quantitative techniques.  
 
The methodology used to classify risks (low, medium or high) in terms of materiality is based on the 
“impact and likelihood” method. The impact is measured either in quantitative or qualitative terms (i.e 
economic loss, capital loss, reputational loss etc).  
 
Risks are assessed across a consistent scale of likelihood and impact criteria and parameters:   
• Likelihood of occurrence refers to the possibility that a given event (risk) will occur within a specific 

time frame.  
• Impact is the extent to which the risk, if realised, would affect the ability of the 

Company/department/function to deliver its strategy and objectives within a specific time horizon.  
 

Risk mitigation 
The Company recognises that the prevention of the impact of new/existing risks is achieved through a 
solid system of internal governance and controls.  The Company strives to maintain a strong system of 
internal controls and governance commensurate with its risk profile and in full compliance with the 
relevant laws and regulations.  Business functions/Departments are responsible to implement the 
appropriate control procedures for all business processes. 
 
Risk monitoring 
The monitoring of risk exposures is a joint responsibility between all three lines of defence in the risk 
management framework, consisting of prudent and regular review of both tolerance levels and 
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exposure levels. The RMF has the responsibility to ensure that all material risk exposures are 
monitored on an ongoing basis and that any risks that fall outside the approved risk appetite of the 
Company are identified and appropriately escalated to the Audit/Risk Committee. All risk monitoring is 
undertaken in the context of the BoD’s risk appetite. 
 
Key Risk Indicators (“KRIs”) metrics are established in order to monitor variables which indicate the 
possibility of losses. 
 
Action plans and relevant approvals are documented in a consistent manner. Action plans for material 
breaches, are approved by the Audit/Risk Committee and actions are implemented by the risk owner 
and are overseen by the RMF. Possible actions may include: 
• Decrease of the exposure 
• Temporary increase of the risk appetite limit (with Audit/Risk Committee approval)  
• Transfer of the risk.  
 
Progress against action plans on previous breaches is monitored by the RMF. The RMF supports the 
business owner in implementing a mitigating plan in order to rectify breaches to the Company’s risk 
appetite. 
 
Risk reporting 
The RMF, through a set of reports prepared on a regular basis, keeps all interested and involved 
persons informed of its activities and the findings of the analyses it carries out. Main reports include: 
• ORSA Report - to communicate outcome of the ORSA process and describe the risk profile of the 

Company 
• Risk Management Reports - to describe the risk profile of the Company and provide suggestions 

for managing any exposures 
• Risk Dashboard - to highlight monitoring results for key quantitative risk metrics.  
 
B.4 Own risk and solvency assessment  
The Company conducts an own risk and solvency assessment (“ORSA”) in order to monitor the risks it 
is exposed to and assess the impact of these risks on the capital adequacy of the business. The ORSA is 
used by the BoD to make future business decisions and to ensure that any risk remaining after controls 
have been applied is within the Company’s risk appetite.   
 
The Company’s assessment in terms of risk and solvency is crucial for the implementation of a risk-
based regime. The risk-based approach requires that the Company holds an amount of own funds 
commensurate with the risks which is or may be exposed to. In addition to having sufficient eligible 
own funds to cover the regulatory capital requirements, the Company assesses the adequacy of this 
regulatory capital requirement to its individual risk position. 
 
This allows the management to take into account all the risks associated with the Company’s business 
strategies and define the required level of capital that the Company needs to cover such risks. 
 
The Company follows the steps below to implement its ORSA: 
• Define the driving factors before ORSA planning – i.e size and complexity, importance to the 

sector, proportionality issues, internal governance issues, supervisory perceptions about the 
Company and supervisory expectations in relation to ORSA, etc.  

• Identify and classify risks, including governance - This exercise includes risks considered in the SCR 
formula, as well as risks not included in the standard formula such as liquidity, strategic, business 
risks, etc.  
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• Assessment and measurement of material risks through different approaches including stress 
testing - The Company collects data, quantifies and aggregates risks using different approaches.  

• Capital allocation according to its risk profile - The Company determines the need for any 
additional capital over and above the SCR.  

• Prepare capital planning for the next 3 years – Based on the strategic objectives, financial 
projections and assumptions on future economic conditions, the Company prepares its capital 
planning for the next 3 years. 

• Linkage between the risk appetite statement and the financial plan – The risk appetite statement 
must be aligned to the Company’s current business strategy and is reviewed on an annual basis in 
conjunction with the financial planning process. 

• Stress test and decide on actions in case the risks are crystallised - The Company applies stress and 
scenario testing to the forward looking capital plan and develops actions that can be taken in 
unforeseen circumstances in the future. 

• Communicate and document the results – The Company presents the results to the Management 
and the BoD and documents these results/findings in the relevant ORSA Report. 

• Confirm that the ORSA process is embedded in the decision making - The Company confirms that 
the ORSA is not independent from the “business as usual” process of the Company.  

 
The Company’s risk and solvency assessment is crucial to the decision-making process and serves a 
critical role in the development, implementation and monitoring of management strategies: 
• Risks assessed as high in the ORSA are also considered in the strategic planning document of the 

Company. 
• Improvements in the governance, risk and capital management processes defined in the ORSA 

document are implemented by the Company. 
The BoD uses the output of the ORSA exercise to review the Company’s risk profile and assess whether 
the profile exceeds or approaches the risk appetite limits set.  If this is the case, the BoD needs to 
decide whether to amend the risk appetite limits or mitigate the risk.    
 
The ORSA is performed annually and is submitted to the Supervisory Authority within two weeks from 
BoD approval. The BoD may deem necessary the revision of the ORSA report and the submission of a 
whole or partial update to the Supervisory Authority when there are significant changes in the risk 
profile of the Company. 
 
B.5 Internal control system  
B.5.1 Internal control system description 
Internal Control is an important aspect of corporate governance, since a system of effective internal 
controls is fundamental to the safe and sound management of the Company by reducing the possibility 
of significant errors and irregularities and by assisting in their timely detection when they do occur. 
Effective internal controls help the Company to protect and enhance shareholders’ value and reduce 
the possibility of unexpected losses or damage to its reputation. 
 
Every member of the Company has a role in the system of internal control.  Internal control is people-
dependent and its strength depends on personnel’s attitude toward internal control and their 
attention to it: 
• The BoD is responsible for setting the strategy, tone, culture and values of the Company. 
• Management, Risk Management, Compliance and Actuarial functions design policies and 

procedures to ensure that an effective internal control system is established within the Company. 
• The Internal Audit function monitors the effectiveness of the internal control system. 
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The Company’s internal control system comprises of five interrelated components which are discussed 
below: 
• Control Environment: All parts of the control environment of the Company are influenced by the 

actions and decisions of Management. The organisational structure of the Company sets the level 
of responsibility and defines appropriate and clear internal reporting relationships. Management 
reviews the organisational structure of the Company and identifies segregation of duties issues 
and takes the appropriate corrective actions before conflicts can arise.  Management ensures that 
employees are aware of their duties and responsibilities and receive the required guidance and 
training to ensure proper work flow. Authority and responsibility are clearly assigned throughout 
the Company and are properly communicated to all employees. 

• Risk Assessment: The Management has established a process to identify and consider the 
implication of external and internal risk factors concurrent with establishing entity wide objectives 
and plans. Management employs qualitative and quantitative methods to identify risk and 
determine relative risk rankings.   

• Control Activities: The Company has appropriately documented policies and procedures, in place 
for each of its business areas (e.g. Underwriting, Claims, Reinsurance, Investments etc.) and 
control functions (Risk, Actuarial, Compliance and Internal Audit).  Management oversees the 
implementation of the Company’s policies and procedures and ensures that control activities are 
properly applied. 

• Reporting: The Company has clear reporting and communication lines in relation to the 
Company’s plans, objectives, control environment, risks, control activities, and performance. 
Personnel understand their own role in the internal control system, as well as how their individual 
activities relate to the work of others. The Company’s management information system supports 
the frequent and structured reporting across all levels of the organisation.  The Company’s 
reporting framework identifies the types of internal reporting, its frequency and the 
individuals/Departments responsible for their preparation. 

• Monitoring: The Company has established the necessary monitoring mechanisms that facilitate 
the understanding of the Company’s situation and provide the BoD with relevant information for 
the decision-making process.  Regular monitoring occurs during normal operations and includes 
ongoing management activities and actions taken by all personnel when performing their duties.  
The Internal Audit function takes the necessary steps to ensure that the scope and frequency of 
separate evaluations of internal control are appropriate for the Company and establishes a formal 
methodology for evaluating internal control, which is logical and appropriate to the operations of 
the Company. 

 
B.5.2 Compliance Function 
The Compliance Function (“CF”) is part of the second line of defence in the Company. The main 
function of Compliance is the establishment and application of suitable procedures for the purpose of 
achieving the timely and on-going compliance of the Company with the existing legal and regulatory 
framework.  
 
CF is headed by the Local Compliance Officer (“LCO”) who reports to the General Manager of the 
Company and to the BOC Group Director of Compliance. The LCO has the authority as well as the 
obligation to operate independently from local management and has free access at all times to Group 
Line Directors and/or Country Management. The CF also has a reporting line to the BoD, through the 
Audit/Risk Committee, through which it is possible to escalate issues and act independently from 
Management. 
 
The Compliance Function establishes, implements and maintains appropriate mechanisms and 
activities to: 
• Promote and facilitate a corporate culture of compliance, integrity and ethical values. 
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• Assist management to design, develop and implement an appropriate and effective compliance 
framework. 

• Exercise oversight to ensure prompt and on-going compliance with legal, regulatory and business 
obligations. 

• Manage effectively risks of non-compliance with these obligations. 
 
Compliance activities are set out in a compliance programme prepared and monitored by the 
Compliance Function to ensure that all relevant areas are appropriately covered, taking into account 
their susceptibility to compliance risk. The compliance activities include: 
• Identifying, on an on-going basis, legal, regulatory and business requirements, which govern 

and/or affect the operations of the Company. 
• Ensuring that a fully updated register (Compliance Chart) of legal, regulatory and business 

requirements is maintained and that emanating compliance obligations are documented.  
• Measuring and assessing the impact of these obligations on the Company’s processes, procedures 

and operations. 
• Identifying and documenting the compliance risks associated with the Company’s business 

activities, on a pro-active basis. 
• Applying appropriate practices and methodologies to measure compliance risk.  
• Cooperating and exchanging information with other internal control and risk management 

functions on compliance matters. 
• Educating, advising and responding to queries on compliance issues from staff. 
 
B.6 Internal Audit Function  
The Internal Audit Function (“IAF”) is an independent function responsible for examining and 
evaluating the effectiveness of the risk management, internal controls and corporate governance 
systems of the Company.  The Company outsources its IAF to the BOC Group’s Internal Audit 
Department.   
 
The IAF reports to the Company’s BoD (through the ARC), as well as to the BOC Group’s Audit 
Committee. The Chairman of the ARC is responsible for monitoring the performance of the IAF.  This 
reporting line offers: 
• Independence from the audited activities – allowing the carrying out of internal audit 

responsibilities in an unbiased manner. 
• Objectivity – judgements not subordinated to Executive Management or any other operational 

functions within the Company; however, IAF reports are communicated to the Company’s 
Management in order to ensure that actions are taken with respect to each of the internal audit 
findings and recommendations. 

 
Notwithstanding any outsourcing, the Company remains fully responsible for discharging all of its 
obligations regarding the IAF.  Risks inherent in the outsourcing of the IAF are identified, monitored 
and appropriately mitigated and service providers properly supervised and managed. 

 
The IAF carries out audits, aiming to provide assurance on: 
- Reliability, integrity and completeness of the accounting, financial reporting, management 

information and information technology systems;  
- Compliance with the institutional framework governing the operations of the Company; 
- Adequacy and effectiveness of the Company’s internal controls and procedures; and 
- Adequacy of corporate governance and risk management processes. 
 
The IAF is responsible to submit and follow up recommendations/suggestions for the improvement of 
the internal control system. IAF carries out annually risk-based audits according to the Triennial Audit 
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Plan, which is arrived at based on a Risk Based Approach. The aim of the audit is to evaluate the 
adequacy and effectiveness of the Company’s risk management, internal controls and governance 
systems. Members of the IAF should perform their duties with integrity, objectivity, confidentiality and 
competency.    
 
B.7 Actuarial Function 
The overall responsibility of the Actuarial Function (“AF”) falls under the Technical Department and 
comprises of two specialised actuaries. The AF also has a direct reporting line to the BoD through the 
Audit/Risk Committee, through which it is possible to escalate issues and act independently from 
Management. The AF and the associated reporting lines are free from influences that may compromise 
their ability to undertake their duties in an objective, fair and independent manner.   
 
The AF is part of the governance of the Company and advises the BoD and Management on the 
valuation of the technical provisions, the adequacy of reinsurance arrangements and underwriting 
policy, and contributes to the effective implementation of the risk-management system.   
 
The responsibilities of the AF include: 
• Coordinating the calculation of technical provisions and ensuring the appropriateness of the 

methodologies and underlying models used as well as the assumptions made 
• Assessing the sufficiency and quality of the data used in the calculation of technical provisions 
• Expressing an opinion on the adequacy of reinsurance arrangements 
• Expressing an opinion on the overall underwriting policy and technical pricing of products  
• Contributing to the effective implementation of the risk-management system, in particular with 

respect to the risk modelling underlying the calculation of the capital requirements and to the 
ORSA. 

 
B.8 Outsourcing 
The Company’s outsourcing policy is summarised as follows: 
• Assessment of the risks, costs and benefits of the potential outsourcing activity 
• Selection and assessment of the outsourcing service provider (due diligence is conducted)  
• Approval for outsourcing the activity is obtained 
• Notification to the Regulator regarding the outsourcing of the activity 
• Establishment of a written agreement which defines all aspects of the arrangement including the 

rights, responsibilities and obligations of each party 
• Monitoring of the execution of the outsourcing agreement and assessing service provider’s 

performance. 
 

The Company secures that outsourcing critical functions or activities does not lead to a material 
impairment of the quality of its governance system and there is no increase in the operational risk by: 
• Adequately considering the outsourced activities in its risk management and internal control 

systems. 
• Ensuring that the service provider has in place an adequate risk management and internal control 

system.  
• Verifying that the service provider has the necessary financial resources to perform the tasks in a 

proper and reliable way, and that all staff of the service provider who will be involved are 
sufficiently qualified and reliable. 

• Ensuring that the service provider has adequate contingency plans in place to deal with 
emergency situations or business disruptions and periodically tests backup facilities where 
necessary.  
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When choosing a service provider for any critical or important functions or activities the Company 
ensures that: 
• The potential service provider has the ability, capacity and license required by law to deliver the 

required functions or activities. 
• The service provider has adopted all means to ensure that no explicit or potential conflict of 

interest with the Company impairs the needs of the outsourcing undertaking. 
• The general terms and conditions of the agreement are authorised and understood by the 

Company’s Management and BoD. 
• The outsourcing does not represent a breach of any data protection regulation or any other laws.  
• The service provider is subject to the same provisions on the safety and confidentiality of 

information relating to the Company or to its policyholders or beneficiaries that are applicable to 
the Company. 

• A written agreement between both parties exists, which defines the respective rights and 
obligations of each party.   

 
The Company outsources the following critical or important functions or activities: 
• Motor assistance and accident care services 
• Archiving of documentation 
• Claims assessment services 
• Management of investment portfolio 
• Internal audit services. 
All above service providers are located in Cyprus.  
 
B.9 Adequacy of system of governance 
The Company is committed to implementing a sound governance system that is commensurate to the 
nature, scale and complexity of risks inherent in its business. As such, the Company aims to 
continuously improve its governance by ensuring relevant systems are reviewed and evaluated with 
appropriate recommendations made to the Board at least on an annual basis.  
 
The key values of corporate governance that the Company implements are the following: 
• The organisational structure is designed to ensure a prudent and effective management of the 

Company.   
• The Board consists of executive and non-executive members (two of which are independent). The 

Board strives to be sufficiently diverse as regards age, gender, educational and professional 
background.  

• The Audit/Risk and Investment Committees have clearly defined responsibilities which have been 
delegated by the BoD. Committees are empowered to make decisions and take actions within the 
limits of their delegated authority. 

• The ExCo, formulates a strategy in the form of a 3-year plan by taking into account the Company’s 
risk appetite, legal and regulatory framework and the Group’s strategic direction.  

• The Corporate Governance Manual sets the guidelines and provides transparency on corporate 
governance throughout the Company. 

• The Company’s Corporate Governance Compliance Officer reviews the effectiveness and 
adequacy of the corporate governance policy of the Company.  

• The Employee Code of Conduct governs staff obligations. 
• The Internal Audit Function is independent and reports to the Board through the Audit/Risk 

Committee. 
• Internal and external audits provide further independent evaluation of the Company’s governance 

system and relevant recommendations are considered by the Board/Committees and 
implemented proportionate to the business risks. 
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C Risk Profile 
 
Solvency II is a risk-based solvency requirement framework which requires the Company to hold 
capital against underwriting, market, credit and operational risks.  The Company aims to maintain 
sufficient available capital to cover all risks faced by the Company and to satisfy regulatory 
requirements at all times.   
 
The Solvency Capital Requirement (“SCR”) is the economic capital that should be held to ensure that 
the Company can meet its obligations to policyholders and beneficiaries with certain probability and 
should be set to a confidence level of 99.5% over a 12-month period. That requirement limits the 
chance of financial loss for the following year to a 1 in 200 year event. There is also a Minimum Capital 
Requirement (“MCR”), which represents an 85% confidence level and should not be less than 25% of 
the SCR. The Company uses the standard formula to calculate the SCR, as provided by the European 
Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority (“EIOPA”). 
 
The calculation of the SCR according to the standard formula is divided into modules and sub-modules. 
The components of the SCR (before diversification) for the reporting period ended 31 December 2016, 
are presented in the following graph:  

28%
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33%
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Health Underwriting risk

Counterparty Default risk

Market risk

Operational risk

 
Non-Life Underwriting risk, Counterparty Default risk and Market risk are the main components of the 
Company’s SCR. Non-life underwriting risk components are premium, reserve risk and catastrophic 
events (“CAT”) risk which are mitigated through the purchase of adequate reinsurance cover. Also, the 
Company follows a defined Investment Policy which includes specific criteria and limits (qualitative and 
quantitative) for each category of asset in order to ensure that investments are made in a prudent 
manner. 
 
The Company’s SCR, calculated using the standard formula and split by risk module, is presented in 
Section E – Capital Management. In order to assess the risk sensitivity for each risk, the Company uses 
the standard formula and performs stress testing scenarios to ensure it will be solvent if any of these 
scenarios materialise.  
 
No material changes in the method of assessment were occurred over the reporting period. 
 
C.1 Underwriting Risk 
C.1.1 Key Underwriting Risks 
Non-Life Underwriting risk represents 28% of the Company’s SCR (before diversification).  
Underwriting risk is the risk of loss or of adverse change in the value of insurance liabilities due to 
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inadequate pricing and/or reserving assumptions.  Underwriting risk includes the fluctuations in the 
timing, frequency and severity of insured events, with relation to the undertaking’s expectations at the 
time of underwriting. This risk can also refer to fluctuations in the timing and amount of claims 
settlements. The underwriting risk is analysed in the following sub-modules: 

44%

22%

34%

Non-life underwriting risk components

    Premium & Reserve risk
    Lapse risk
    CAT risk

 
Premium & Reserve risk 
The premium and reserve risk only takes into account losses that occur at a regular frequency.   
• Premium risk only relates to future claims (excluding incurred but not reported (“IBNR”) and 

incurred but not enough reported (“IBNER”), and originates from claim sizes being greater than 
expected, differences in timing of claims payments from expected, and differences in claims 
frequency from those expected. 

• Reserve risk only relates to incurred claims, i.e. existing claims, (e.g. including IBNR and IBNER), 
and originates from claim sizes being greater than expected, differences in timing of claims 
payments from expected, and differences in claims frequency from those expected.  

 
Lapse risk 
Lapse risk is the risk of a change in value caused by deviations from the actual rate of policy lapses 
compared to their expected rates. Lapse risk is estimated as the discontinuation of 40% of the 
insurance policies which would result in an increase of technical provisions.  
 
CAT risk  
CAT risk is the risk that a single event or series of events, of major magnitude, usually over a short 
period, leads to a significant deviation in actual claims from the total expected claims. It refers to the 
risk of loss or of adverse change in the value of insurance liabilities resulting from extreme or 
exceptional events whose effects are not sufficiently captured by the capital requirements from 
premium and reserve risks.  
 
The non-life CAT risk consists of the natural and man-made catastrophe risk and the non-life health 
CAT risk from a mass accident and concentration risk arising from unusual accumulation of risks. 
 
C.1.2 Assessment and risk mitigation techniques for underwriting risk  
The Company’s underwriting objective is to maximise earning levels and minimise volatility of 
earnings, while ensuring that the Company is appropriately compensated for the risks it assumes.  The 
Company monitors and controls underwriting risk through various methods summarised below: 
• Having a defined framework for the approval, control, management, monitoring and reporting of 

underwriting activity and its associated risks as set out in the Company’s Underwriting Manual. 
• Having defined underwriting authorisation limits and approval procedures.  
• Maintaining a risk register which is assessed on a regular basis. 
• Monitoring KRIs which include the assessment of underwriting risks.   
• Performing stress and scenario testing during the ORSA process to assess the risk under stressed 

conditions. 
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• Regular monitoring of the Company’s underwriting performance by ExCo.  
• Using reinsurance, either through proportional or non - proportional arrangements to reduce the 

Company’s exposure. 
• The standard formula SCR includes an assessment and quantification of the underwriting risk 

exposure.   
• The Company’s Actuarial Function conducts quarterly reserve reviews to determine the 

appropriate reserving levels. 
• The Company employs external consultants to perform independent reviews on the adequacy of 

reserves. 
 
The Company maintains adequate reinsurance protection at all times, purchased both directly and 
through reinsurance brokers.  The main reason for purchasing reinsurance is to protect the interest of 
the Company’s policyholders as reinsurance provides liquidity, which can be in need especially in cases 
of large catastrophic events.  Moreover, reinsurance coverage assists the Company to lower its 
volatility of earnings and increase capacity allowing it to underwrite a larger volume of business and 
bigger risks.  
 
The Company’s Reinsurance Department is responsible for analysing the performance and 
effectiveness of reinsurance arrangements and assessing the necessity for changes including additional 
capacity, retention levels, wording clauses and exclusions in order to be in line with the Company’s 
underwriting objectives. The Internal Audit provides an independent and objective review on the 
effectiveness of the reinsurance arrangements and reports its findings to the Audit/Risk Committee.  

 
C.1.3 Stress testing and sensitivity analysis 
As part of the ORSA process, the Company carries out stress and scenario testing for the material 
underwriting risks to which it is exposed to, summarised as follows:  
• Major earthquake event all over Cyprus  
• Worsening of gross claims experience.  
The results of the testing showed that the most material impact on the SCR coverage was in the 
catastrophic event scenario. Based on the analysis performed the Company’s underwriting risk profile 
was assessed to be resilient to withstand severe shocks and is within the Company’s risk appetite. 
 
C.2 Market Risk  
C.2.1 Key Market Risks 
Market risk represents 34% of the Company’s SCR (before diversification). Market Risk is the risk of 
loss or of adverse change in the financial situation, which may result directly or indirectly from 
fluctuations in the level and in the volatility of market prices of assets, liabilities and financial 
instruments.  Exposures to Market Risk are measured by the impact of movements in the level of 
financial variables such as equity prices, interest rates, real estate values and exchange rates.   
 
The Company’s Market Risk consists of the following sub-risks: 
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Spread Risk  
Spread risk reflects the change in the value of assets and liabilities caused by changes in the level or 
the volatility of credit spreads over the risk free term structure. This will apply particularly to non-
government bonds, corporate bonds and term deposits. The capital charge is calculated per 
instrument and an SCR charge is then derived for spread risk as the sum of the SCRs for each sub-
component.  The Company’s assets subject to spread risk are corporate bonds and term deposits.   
 
Interest Rate Risk 
Interest rate risk arises from the sensitivity of the values of assets, liabilities and financial instruments 
to changes in the term structure of interest rates, or in the volatility of interest rates. The Company’s 
interest-sensitive assets are investments in bonds and term deposits.  The Company’s interest-
sensitive liabilities are best estimates of technical provisions.   
 
Equity Risk 
Equity risk arises from the sensitivity of the values of assets, liabilities and financial instruments to 
changes in the level/volatility of market prices of equities.  Equity risk is not material for the Company.  
 
Property Risk 
Property risk arises from the sensitivity of the values of assets, liabilities and financial instruments to 
changes in the level/volatility of market prices of real estate. Properties of the Company subject to 
property risk include land and buildings either owner-occupied or used as investment property.   
 
Concentration Risk 
Concentration risk includes all risk exposures with a loss potential which is large enough to threaten 
the solvency/financial position of the Company.  Concentration Risk applies to assets considered under 
equity, spread and property risk above and excludes assets covered by the counterparty default risk 
covered under Credit Risk below.  
 
Concentration risk assumes that the geographical or sector concentration of the assets held by the 
Company is not material. As evident from the chart above, the Company shows a high capital 
requirement for concentration risk arising mainly from term deposits with financial institutions. 
 
C.2.2 Investment assets and prudent person principle  
The investments of the Company, meet the eligibility criteria (qualitative and quantitative) as set out in 
the Company’s Investment Policy per type of asset. The said policy defines specific criteria and limits 
for each category of asset in order to ensure that investments are made in a prudent manner as 
follows:  
• The overall policy objective is to adequately fund the Company’s technical provisions and solvency 

margin and to contribute to the growth of surplus for the benefit of the shareholders.   
• All investments qualify under applicable laws and regulations.  
• The Company holds assets with sufficient values and adequate liquidity to meet all liabilities and 

enable payments as they fall due. 
• Investment activities are appropriate so that the Company’s shareholders and policyholders are 

not exposed to undue risks. 
• Investments are sufficiently diversified across asset classes, maturities and geographical location 

of instruments. 
• Counterparties are selected by taking into account the credit rating and reputation of each entity. 

Credit ratings are used as a way of properly identifying and managing the risk attached to a 
counterparty and Company ensures only counterparties with high credit rating are used.   
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• The Company does not engage in speculative investments or other high risk investment activities. 
The Company does not invest in complex instruments or markets where the risks cannot be 
sufficiently understood, measured and managed. 

 
C.2.3 Assessment and risk mitigation techniques for market risk  
The Company follows its Investment Policy for managing the risks arising from the Company’s 
investment decisions and practices by defining the framework for the approval, monitoring and 
reporting of investment activity and associated risks and establishing adequate limits and controls.  
The investment risk appetite is expressed in terms of acceptable asset classes for investment and the 
tolerance level for the risks arising from each investment.  The Investment Policy is reviewed annually 
to ensure that the mitigation guidelines defined are still appropriate for the Company.  
 
The RMF monitors, assesses and reports regularly on the investment risk exposures and market 
developments that may conduce to the generation of potential market risks. A risk register is 
maintained and stress and scenario testing is performed during the ORSA process to assess the risk 
under the stressed conditions.  
 
The Investment Committee is the Company’s delegated authority for developing and overseeing the 
implementation of the Company’s investment strategy, policies and procedures and for ensuring the 
investment decisions are made in a prudent manner and in accordance with the Investment Policy.   
 
The standard formula SCR includes an assessment and quantification of the market risk exposure.   
 
C.2.4 Stress testing and sensitivity analysis  
As part of the ORSA process, the Company carries out stress and scenario testing for the material 
market risk to which it is exposed to, which was assessed to be a further recession in the property 
market.  
 
Based on the analysis performed the Company’s market risk profile was assessed to be resilient to 
withstand severe shocks and is within the Company’s risk appetite. 
 
C.3 Credit Risk 
C.3.1  Key Credit Risk  
Credit risk (in the form of Counterparty Default Risk) represents 33% of the Company’s SCR (before 
diversification). Credit risk is the risk of loss, or of adverse change in the financial situation, resulting 
from fluctuations in the credit standing of issuers of securities, counterparties and any debtors to 
which the Company is exposed, in the form of counterparty default risk, or spread risk, or market risk 
concentrations. Counterparty Default Risk is the risk of loss due to unexpected default, or 
deterioration in the credit standing of the counterparties and debtors of the Company over the 
following 12 months.  
 
Counterparty Default risk of the Company is further analysed as follows: 
• Type 1 exposures which include reinsurance arrangements and cash at bank (current accounts).  
• Type 2 exposures which include premium receivables from agents/brokers and policyholders 

debtors and are assumed to be well diversified but unlikely to be rated.  
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The high capital requirement for Type 1 exposures mainly arises from cash deposits with financial 
institutions.  
 
C.3.2 Assessment and risk mitigation techniques for credit risk  
The Company assesses, monitors and mitigates credit risk through various methods as summarised 
below: 
• Using specific approved external credit assessment institutions (Standards & Poor’s, Moody’s, or 

Fitch) for counterparty selection. 
• Selecting reinsurance counterparties with a minimum credit rating of “A” (Standard and Poor’s or 

equivalent). 
• Monitoring the credit ratings of reinsurance counterparties on a quarterly basis. 
• Regular monitoring of exposures and assessment of the adequacy of existing provisions for bad 

debts and evaluating of the need for further provisions. 
• Selecting only highly reputable and creditworthy counterparties. 
• A risk register is maintained and stress and scenario testing is performed during the ORSA process 

to assess the risk under stressed conditions.   
• The standard formula SCR includes an assessment and quantification of the credit risk exposure.   
 
C.3.3 Stress testing and sensitivity analysis  
As part of the ORSA process, the Company carries out stress and scenario testing for the material 
credit risks to which it is exposed to, summarised as follows:  
• Increase in premium receivables due for more than 3 months 
• Downgrading of Bond Funds’ credit rating 
• Default of lead reinsurer.  
 
The results of the testing showed that the most material impact on the SCR coverage was in the 
default of the lead reinsurer. Based on the analysis performed the Company’s credit risk profile was 
assessed to be resilient to withstand severe shocks and is within the Company’s risk appetite. 

 
C.4 Liquidity Risk  
Liquidity Risk is the risk that the Company is unable to realise investments and other assets in order to 
settle its financial obligations when they fall due. Liquidity Risk arises in circumstances where a 
Company has insufficient liquid or readily realisable assets to meet its commitments and is forced to 
rely on the realisation of assets that cannot be realised at short notice at a reasonable value. 
 
The greatest threat to liquidity may occur during a catastrophic event, when a large number of claims 
will be received at once or there may be prospects of a significantly large claim. In case of such events, 
the Company has in place sufficient reinsurance cover.   
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Generally, the Company aims to ensure that it has sufficient liquidity to meet its liabilities as they fall 
due, under both normal and stressed conditions, without incurring unacceptable losses. At 31 
December 2016, 61% of the Company’s investment assets are placed in highly liquid assets as 
demonstrated in the graph below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

C.4.1 Assessment and risk mitigation techniques for liquidity risk 
The Investment Policy sets specific to ensure that the Company maintains sufficient liquidity to 
manage its day to day operations and as sufficient buffer for covering sudden liquidity demands that 
may arise.  
 
The Investment Policy is reviewed at least on an annual basis to ensure its contents reflect the latest 
regulatory requirements and any changed business processes and economic circumstances. 
 
The RMF monitors, assesses and reports regularly on the liquidity risk exposures and market 
developments that may conduce to the generation of potential liquidity risks. A risk register is 
maintained and stress and scenario testing is performed during the ORSA process to assess the risk 
under stressed conditions.   
 
C.4.2 Stress testing and sensitivity analysis  
As part of the ORSA process, the stress and scenario testing performed also assesses the impact on the 
Company’s liquidity and ability to meet its obligations as they fall due.  
 
Based on the analysis performed the Company’s liquidity risk profile was assessed to be resilient to 
withstand severe shocks and is within the Company’s risk appetite.  
 
C.4.3 Expected profit included in future premiums  
Expected profit included in future premiums (“EPIFP”) represents the amount of premiums expected 
to be received in the future, on existing unexpired policies, which have not yet been received. The 
Company calculates EPIFP using the premium instalments that fall due after the end of the reporting 
period in respect of the existing insurance policies.  The EPIFP calculated by the end of the reporting 
period amounts to €5,4m (net of recoverables).  
 
C.5 Operational Risk 
Operational risk represents 4% of the Company’s SCR (before diversification). Operational Risk is the 
risk of loss arising from inadequate or failed internal processes, personnel or systems, or from external 
events. Operational Risk excludes Strategic and Reputational Risks and is designed to address risks not 
been explicitly covered in other SCR risk modules.  
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The Company classifies operational risks under the following main categories:  
• Internal fraud: Losses due to acts intended to defraud, misappropriate property or circumvent 

regulations, the law or Company policy, excluding diversity/discrimination events, which involve 
at least one internal party e.g. intentional misreporting of positions or employee theft. 

• External fraud: Losses due to acts intended to defraud, misappropriate property or circumvent 
the law, by a third party e.g. robbery, forgery or hacking into systems.  

• Employment practices and workplace safety: Losses arising from acts inconsistent with 
employment, health or safety laws or agreements, from payment of personal injury claims, or 
from diversity/discrimination events e.g. violation of health and safety rules or discrimination 
claims.  

• Clients, products and business practices: Losses arising from unintentional or negligent failure to 
meet a professional obligation to specific clients, or from the nature or design of a product e.g. 
misuse of confidential customer information.  

• Damage to physical assets: Losses arising from damage to physical assets from natural disasters 
or other events such as floods, fires, terrorism or vandalism.  

• Business disruption and system failures: Losses arising from disruption of business or system 
failures e.g. electricity outages.  

• Execution, delivery and process management: Losses from failed transaction processing or 
process management, from relations with trade counterparties and vendors e.g. data entry errors 
or incomplete legal documentation.  

 
The risk calculation is based on the best estimates and the premiums earned during the previous 
twelve months.  
 
C.5.1 Assessment and risk mitigation techniques for operational risk  
The Company employs a specific methodology and a number of tools to identify, assess, mitigate and 
monitor operational risks.  
 
• Risk Control and Self – Assessment (RCSA): The most important tool for identifying and assessing 

operational risk is the RCSA, which allows business-owners to identify and measure (based on 
likelihood and impact) the exposure to operational risk through estimates by managers and staff.  
Every three months the progress and status of the risk mitigation action plans are updated by the 
Units/Departments with the progress achieved towards meeting the actions and deadlines 
originally set.  The RCSA process is repeated annually or in the event of significant developments 
or changes in the organisational structure, processes or systems of the Units/Departments or at 
the occurrence of any other event that may affect the risk profile of the Company.  

• Key risk indicators (KRIs): In addition, metrics which are commonly known as KRIs are established 
in order to monitor variables which indicate the possibility of losses. KRIs are monitored by the 
RMF on a regular basis.  KRIs are established from a pool of business data/indicators considered 
useful for the purpose of risk tracking.  

• Incident recording: The Company records data on operational risk events (actual and potential 
losses as well as near misses) with a set threshold per loss and aggregate thresholds. An 
operational risk event is defined as any incident where through a failure or lack of control, the 
Company could actually or potentially have incurred a loss. This enables the identification of 
weaknesses or vulnerabilities and potential threats, which in turns supports the specification of 
actions to minimise the risk of similar incidents occurring in the future.  

• Business Continuity Plan/Disaster Recovery Plan: The Company has in place continuity plans to 
ensure that any business continuity and disaster recovery risks are managed properly. This 
enables the Company to operate on an ongoing basis and limit any losses in case of disruption of 
operations. These plans are reviewed and tested on a regular basis.  
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• Outsourcing: The Company is outsourcing the provision of certain services to external service 
providers, and as such is exposed to any potential failure on their part. Key functions with the 
exception of the Internal Audit Function are in-house in order to minimise the risk of potential 
failure of the service provider. Some non-key functions are also outsourced but the Company 
monitors whether the specific service provider adheres to all the terms of their written 
agreement.  

 
C.6 Stress testing and sensitivity analysis  
In addition to the above stress testing scenarios performed under specific risk, the Company also 
assessed the following: 
• Strategic risk scenario in which premiums growth is lower than expected 
• Combined scenario assuming a recessionary economy.  
The results of the testing showed that the most material impact on the SCR coverage was in the 
combined scenario. Based on the analysis performed, the Company’s risk profile was assessed to be 
resilient to withstand severe shocks and is within the Company’s risk appetite. 
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D Valuation for Solvency Purposes 
 
D.1 Assets and Other Liabilities 
D.1.1 Base and assumptions 
The Solvency II framework requires an economic and market-consistent approach for the valuation of 
assets and other liabilities.  According to this approach assets and other liabilities should be valued at 
the amount for which they could be transferred, or settled, between knowledgeable willing parties in 
an arm's length transaction. 
 
The default reference framework for valuing assets and other liabilities, are the IFRSs as adopted by 
the European Union (“EU”).  If IFRSs allow for more than one valuation method, only valuation 
methods that are consistent with Article 75 of the Solvency II Directive are used.  In most cases, IFRSs 
are considered to provide a valuation consistent with Solvency II principles. Also, the IFRSs’ accounting 
bases, such as the definitions of assets and other liabilities, as well as the recognition and 
derecognition criteria, are applicable as the default accounting framework, unless otherwise stated. 
IFRSs also refer to a few basic presumptions, which are equally applicable: 
• The going concern assumption. 
• Individual assets and liabilities are valued separately. 
• The application of materiality. 
 
The following hierarchy of high level principles for the valuation is used: 
• Quoted market prices in active markets for the same or similar assets/liabilities. 
• Quoted market prices in active markets for similar assets/liabilities with adjustments to reflect 

differences. 
• Mark-to-model techniques that are benchmarked, extrapolated or otherwise calculated as far as 

possible from a market input. 
• Maximum use of relevant observable inputs and market inputs and as little reliance as possible on 

undertaking-specific inputs, minimising the use of unobservable inputs. 
 
D.1.2 Valuation 
The material classes of assets and other liabilities on the Solvency II Balance sheet, the Solvency II 
values and the values for the corresponding items shown in the Company’s financial statements, as 
well as the valuation methods used and major differences in valuation are summarised in the table 
below: 
 

 Solvency II Balance Sheet Financial Statements  
31 December 2016 
Assets 

Value 
€’000 Valuation basis Value 

€’000 Valuation basis Major 
Differences 

Intangible assets - Valued at zero 306 Cost less accumulated 
amortisation and 
impairment losses (IAS 38) 

Zero value for 
Solvency II as 
they cannot be 
sold separately 
and there is no 
value for the 
same or similar 
assets from 
quoted market 
prices in active 
markets 

Property and equipment 
held for own use 

9.006 Same as IFRS 9.006 Fair value less accumulated 
depreciation (IAS 16) 

- 

Investment property 970 Same as IFRS 970 Fair value (IAS 40) - 
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 Solvency II Balance Sheet Financial Statements  
31 December 2016 
Assets 

Value 
€’000 Valuation basis Value 

€’000 Valuation basis Major 
Differences 

Investment in 
Subsidiary 

872 Same as IFRS 872 Fair value (IAS 27) - 

Investment in equities 29 Same as IFRS 29 Fair value (IAS 39) - 
Investment in 
collective investment 
undertakings 

16.087 Same as IFRS 16.087 Fair value (IAS 39) - 

Deferred acquisition 
costs 

- Valued at zero 4.204 Calculated on a basis 
compatible with that used 
to determine unearned 
premiums (IFRS 4) 

Zero value for 
Solvency II 

Reinsurance 
recoverables – non life 
technical provisions 

11.817 Cash flow basis 
(Best Estimates)  

19.821 Share of insurance 
contracts liabilities (IFRS 4) 

Refer to section 
D2 below 

Insurance and 
intermediaries 
receivables 

12.646 Same as IFRS 12.646 Amortised cost less 
impairment (IAS 39) 

- 

Other receivables 553 Same as IFRS 553 Amortised cost less 
impairment (IAS 39) 

- 

Tax refundable 1.339 Same as IFRS 1.339 Asset recognised for the 
excess of the amount paid 
over the amount due for 
current and prior periods 
(IAS 12) 

- 

Cash and deposits 34.623 Same as IFRS 34.623 Fair value (IAS 39) - 
Total Assets 87.942  100.456   
Other Liabilities  
Insurance and 
intermediaries 
payables 

3.780 Same as IFRS 3.780 Amortised cost (IAS 39) - 

Reinsurers' current 
accounts 

2.870 Same as IFRS  2.870 Amortised cost (IAS 39) - 

Other payables 867 Same as IFRS 867 - Best estimate of the 
expenditure required to 
settle obligation (IAS 37) 
- Amortised cost (IAS 39) 

- 

Deferred tax liability 1.518 Valued in 
relation to all 
assets and 
liabilities, 
including 
technical 
provisions that 
are recognised 
for Solvency or 
tax purposes.  

1.194 Recognised on all 
temporary differences 
between the tax bases of 
assets/liabilities and their 
carrying amounts in the 
IFRS Balance Sheet (IAS 
12) 

Different 
valuation basis 
of 
assets/liabilities 
between IFRS 
and Solvency II 
balance sheet. 

Total Liabilities 9.035  8.711   
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D.2 Technical provisions 
D.2.1 Valuation for Solvency purposes 
The Solvency II Technical Provisions consist of the best estimates of claims provisions, the best 
estimates of premium provisions and the risk margin. The Actuarial Function calculates technical 
provisions according to Solvency II requirements and in line with Cyprus Laws and Regulations.  
The provision for claims outstanding relates to claim events that have already occurred, regardless of 
whether the claims arising from those events have been reported or not. Thus, the components of the 
claims provision are the outstanding case estimates, the incurred but not reported, the incurred but 
not enough reported and the unallocated claims management expenses. Under Solvency II, the 
reserves are discounted to allow for the time value of money. The analysis was performed separately 
for the portfolios of Cyprus and Greece (Kyprou Asfalistiki) because it is naturally expected that 
different regions have different characteristics regarding the claim costs and the reporting patterns. 
 
The Actuarial Function performs projections using various deterministic techniques to assess the 
undiscounted element of the earned claims reserves. The main methods used to calculate the claims 
reserves are the Chain Ladder on paid and incurred claims, the Expected Loss Ratio method and the 
Bornhuetter-Ferguson method: 
• The Chain Ladder method is appropriate for relatively stable historical development patterns. In 

addition, the Chain Ladder method could lead to unreliable projections when the presence of 
large claims or sometimes just a single claim produce unusual changes in the reporting or 
settlement pattern. Chain Ladder estimates on paid and incurred claims data are considered in 
parallel in order to form an opinion about the stability of results under different approaches. The 
paid Chain Ladder is mostly used for old accident years and therefore more mature, whereas the 
incurred Chain Ladder for more recent years.    

• The Expected Loss Ratio method forecasts the ultimate losses by applying an estimated loss ratio 
to the earned premium of the specific accident year. This method is often used where the claim 
development method is not appropriate for less mature periods or data is not available to use the 
Chain Ladder methods.   

• The Bornhuetter-Ferguson technique is essentially a blend of the Chain Ladder and Expected Loss 
Ratio methods. As experience matures, more weight is given to the actual claims and the 
expected claims become gradually less important. The Bornhuetter-Ferguson method uses as a 
starting point an assumed expected loss ratio and blends in the loss ratio, which is implied by the 
claims experience to date, using benchmark loss development patterns on paid claims data or 
reported claims data. Although this method tends to provide less volatile indications at early 
stages of development, it can be slow to react to emerging loss development.    

 
The above three methods are used interchangeably for each accident year in each line of business 
depending on the development pattern and on the information gathered by the Claims Department 
related to large claims and court cases. 
 
Large losses usually exhibit a development pattern different to that of regular claims. Including them in 
the valuation exercise would distort the results. A thorough review of the data was performed for the 
identification of claims which follow an irregular pattern with respect to the aggregate claims pool. The 
thresholds were set based on the risk profile of each line of business.  
 
Motor vehicle liability, Fire and other damage to property and General liability were the three lines of 
business in which a significant number of claims were marked as large. For these classes, a separate 
valuation analysis was performed given that there is sufficient credibility of data and stability in the 
results. 
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Any outstanding large claims related to other lines of business were subsequently added to the 
calculated reserve at their book value. The small number of these claims makes it difficult to apply any 
statistical modelling for the purpose of their valuation. Since large losses are reviewed and adjusted 
frequently and appropriately, the reported large loss case estimates can be considered as robust and 
as a valid reserving basis. 
 
The calculation of the best estimate of the premium provision relates to all future cash flows arising 
from future events, in relation to unexpired policies. Such cash flows mostly relate to future claims, 
administration expenses and reinsurance.  
 
The premium provision for all lines of business is determined on a prospective basis taking into 
account the expected cash inflows and cash outflows and time value of money. The main expected 
cash flows were estimated by applying an appropriate prospective combined ratio to the unearned 
premium reserve. The combined ratio is defined as the sum of the expense ratio, the claims ratio and 
the reinsurance cost ratio. This enables the claims forecast and the expense forecast to be modelled 
separately.  
 
The best estimates are discounted using the euro risk free interest rate curve as at the valuation date, 
published by EIOPA. 
 
The risk margin is defined as the amount of future cash flows, in excess of the best estimate, that an 
insurer would require in order to take over and meet the insurance obligations covered by the 
technical provisions. It is calculated using a cost of capital approach. The Actuarial Function calculates 
the risk margin using one of the simplification methods suggested by EIOPA, classified as method 3.  
This method assumes that all future SCRs are proportional to the best estimate of Technical Provisions, 
taking into account the maturity and the run-off pattern of the obligation net of reinsurance.    
The Company does not apply any matching and volatility adjustments nor any transitional measures 
for the valuation of technical provisions. 
 
The Solvency II Technical Provisions are calculated based on the following key assumptions: 
• Future management actions are assumed to be consistent with the Company’s current business 

practice and business strategy.  
• Future external environment and policyholder behaviour is assumed to be the same if there is no 

indication of the opposite. 
• The historic loss development and trend experience is assumed to be indicative of future loss 

development and trends. Inflation associated with claims is usually implicitly allowed for in data, 
with the assumption that future inflation will continue in the same way as historical inflation. 

• The information developed from internal sources can be used to develop meaningful estimates of 
the initial expected ultimate loss ratios.  Moreover, historical claims and exposure base (earned 
premium) are not greatly affected by inflation and other systematic influences and therefore no 
trend adjustment is applied beyond the one implied in the historical data for deriving the initial 
expected ultimate loss ratios (applicable for claim provisions). 

• Significant losses or types of losses will emerge that are not represented in either the initial 
expected loss ratios or the historical development patterns (applicable for claim provisions). 

• Premium cancellation rates of the previous twelve months are assumed to be the same as the 
next twelve months (applicable for premium provisions). 

• Reinsurance structure is assumed to be the same for the next twelve months (applicable for 
premium provisions). 
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In addition, the Actuarial Function compares best estimates against experience on a quarterly basis 
and uses the insights gained from this assessment to improve the quality of current calculations.  This 
is performed by calculating the movement of gross and reinsurance claims development (both 
incurred and paid) by quarter and/or year and the differences from an expected amount. The Actuarial 
Function interprets any material deviations between best estimates and experience, by identifying 
their causes and, when applicable, makes appropriate changes in the assumptions underlying the 
model in order to attenuate such differences.   
 
No material changes were made in the assumptions used in the calculation of the technical provisions 
compared to the previous reporting period.  
 
Although the Actuarial Function performs various reasonableness checks, reconciliation exercises and 
validation tests as well as removes data elements that could create obvious distortions in the data, we 
caution against any uncertainties in the valuation of technical provisions caused by the following: 
• Economic, legal, social and political changes 
• Distortions caused by ‘large losses” 
• One-off large claims reviews 
• Random claim fluctuations 
• Fluctuations in the time, frequency and severity of claim events 
• Fluctuations in the amount of expenses 
• Changes in legislation 
• Changes in claims handling processes and procedures  
• Uncertainty in policyholder behaviour. 
 
The causes of uncertainty outlined above are taken into consideration in the estimation of the best 
estimates, provided that credible information is available to the Actuarial Function. 
 
D.2.2 Valuation in Financial Statements  
Insurance contracts liabilities for the purposes of the Company’s financial statements are measured in 
accordance with IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts. 
  
Provision is made for the estimated cost of all claims arising from valid insurance contracts that were 
in force when the insured incident occurred that affected the policyholder negatively. The provision is 
estimated separately for each reported claim. Provision is also made for claims incurred but not 
reported (IBNR) by the balance sheet date. Past experience as to the number and amount of claims 
reported after the balance sheet date is taken into consideration, in estimating the IBNR provision. 
Claims settlement costs are included in the estimation of the provision for outstanding claims. 
Recoverable amounts arising out of the acquisition of the rights of policyholders with respect to third 
parties (subrogation) or of the legal ownership of insured property (salvage), are deducted from the 
provision. 
 
Provision is also made for unearned premiums which represents the amount of premium income and 
reinsurance premiums attributable to the period of risk after the balance sheet date. The provision is 
computed using the method of 365ths, according to which the earned and unearned premiums are 
calculated on a daily period apportionment basis. 
 
At each reporting date, a liability adequacy test is performed, to ensure the adequacy of unearned 
premiums net of related deferred acquisition cost assets, using current estimates of future contractual 
cash flows. Any inadequacy is charged to the income statement by establishing an unexpired risk 
provision. The unexpired risk reserve is calculated based on claims and administration expenses that 
may arise after the balance sheet date and relate to insurance policies written before this date, to the 
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extent that the likely amount exceeds the reserve for unearned premiums, net of any deferred 
acquisition costs. 
 
The liabilities for outstanding claims arising from insurance contracts issued by the Company are 
calculated based on experts’ estimates and facts known at the balance sheet date. With time, these 
estimates are reconsidered and any adjustments are recognised in the financial statements of the 
period in which they arise.  
 
The principal assumptions underlying the estimates for each claim are based on past experience and 
market trends and take into consideration claims handling costs, inflation and claim numbers for each 
accident year. Also external factors that may affect the estimate of claims, such as recent court rulings 
and the introduction of new legislation are taken into consideration. The insurance contract liabilities 
are sensitive to changes in the above key assumptions. The sensitivity of certain assumptions, such as 
the introduction of new legislation and the rulings of court cases, is very difficult to be quantified. 
Furthermore, the delays that arise between the occurrence of a claim and its subsequent notification 
and eventual settlement increase the uncertainty over the cost of claims at the reporting date. 
 
No material changes were made in the assumptions used in the calculation of the insurance contracts 
liabilities compared to the previous reporting period. 
 
D.2.3 Solvency II and Financial Statements valuation of technical provisions  
An overview of the technical provisions, including best estimates and risk margin used for Solvency II 
purposes and the corresponding information shown in the Company’s financial statements are 
summarised in the table below: 
 

Lines of Business 

Solvency II valuation IFRS 
valuation Difference in 

net technical 
provisions Best 

estimates 
Risk 

Margin 

Total net 
Technical 

Provisions 

Total net 
Technical 

Provisions 
€'000 €'000 €'000 €'000 €'000 

Medical expense 74 39 113 892 (779) 
Motor vehicle liability 7.885 580 8.465 9.611 (1.146) 
Other motor 3.104 228 3.332 2.745 587 
Marine, aviation and transport 106 31 137 170 (33) 
Fire and other damage to property 3.402 924 4.326 8.783 (4.457) 
General liability 6.044 534 6.578 7.847 (1.269) 
Credit and suretyship 22 6 28 35 (7) 
Miscellaneous finance loss 83 45 128 125 3 
Total 20.720 2.387 23.107 30.208 (7.101) 

 
The value of the Company’s technical provisions for Solvency II purposes is equal to the sum of the 
best estimate and the risk margin which are calculated separately and overall are significantly lower 
compared to IFRS provisions as shown in the Company’s financial statements.  
 
The Solvency II technical provisions are calculated on a best estimate basis removing any margin for 
implicit or explicit prudence and therefore with equal probability that the estimated values will go up 
or down. The premium provisions are calculated on a cash flow basis and also take into account the 
future premium cash inflows, therefore, there is allowance for future profits in premium provision. The 
best estimates are also discounted. 
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The insurance contracts liabilities as valued in the Company’s financial statements are calculated in 
accordance with IFRS 4 Insurance Contracts and consist of the case estimates which incorporate 
prudence, the incurred but not reported reserves, the unexpired risk reserves and the unearned 
premium reserve calculated based on the assumption that the insurance risk is evenly spread 
throughout the duration of the policy. Also, the IFRS insurance contracts liabilities are not discounted. 

 
D.2.4 Reinsurance 
Reinsurance recoverables represent the difference between gross and net technical provisions. 
 
For the purpose of calculating the amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts, the cash-flows 
only include payments in relation to compensation of insurance events and unsettled insurance claims. 
With regards to claims reserves the approach used for the valuation of reinsurance recoverables may 
differ by line of business depending on its characteristics.  The main methodologies used are gross to 
net techniques and claims development techniques. 
 
With regards to premium provisions, the reinsurer has been assumed to have a share in the reserves, 
as we expect future in flows to arise as a result of having reinsurance with respect to the unexpired 
policies.  
 
The result of the calculation of the amounts recoverable from reinsurance contracts is adjusted to take 
account of expected losses due to default of the counterparty. That adjustment is based on an 
assessment of the probability of default of the counterparty and the average loss resulting there from 
(loss-given-default). 
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E Capital Management  
 

E.1 Own funds 
For Solvency II purposes, the Company’s capital is defined as “Own Funds” and this is divided into 
“Basic Own Funds” (such as paid share capital and retained earnings) and “Ancillary Own Funds” (such 
as unpaid share capital and letters of credit). Own funds are further subdivided into three “Tiers” 
depending on the quality of the capital. Capital of the highest quality is categorised as Tier 1 and 
capital of a lower quality is categorised either as Tier 2 or Tier 3. Tier 1 is also further divided into 
“Restricted” and “Unrestricted”. Unrestricted Tier 1 basic own funds include paid-in ordinary share 
capital, paid-in initial funds, members’ contributions, the reconciliation reserve and surplus funds that 
meet certain criteria. Restricted Tier 1 own funds include Tier 1 own funds items which are not suitable 
to be classified as unrestricted Tier 1 own funds. 
 
The Company manages its Own Funds to ensure that it has capital of sufficient value and quality to 
cover the Solvency Capital Requirements (SCR and MCR). There are restrictions in place in relation to 
the amount of capital from each tier that can be used to cover Solvency Capital Requirements. These 
restrictions aim to ensure that the Company possesses capital of sufficient value and quality to absorb 
losses that may arise in the future due to unforeseen loss events. 
 
The Company has developed and documented a Capital Management Policy which sets out the 
Company’s methodology, policies and procedures in place to manage its capital base, with the purpose 
of ensuring the maintenance of sufficient capital to: 
• Protect the shareholders and the Company’s creditors against excess volatility of returns 
• Cover all risks faced by the Company 
• Protect the Company’s economic viability 
• Finance new growth opportunities 
• Meet regulatory requirements at all times. 
 
In order for the Company to remain a going concern, it needs to assess not only its current risks, but 
also the risks it will or could face in the long term. The Company follows the processes below for 
managing own funds: 
• Business plan: The Company’s business and financial projections (3-year plan) are fed into the 

ORSA in order to enable the Company to form an opinion on its future overall solvency needs and 
own funds. Projected capital requirements are compared with own funds so that the Company is 
able to observe whether the forecasted available own funds of the Company will be adequate to 
cover any future strategic actions that the Management intends to take.  

• Monitoring of SCR/MCR: The Company’s Management monitors on a quarterly basis the 
calculated SCR/MCR and any material changes arising.  

• Prospective changes in risk profile: Prospective changes in the Company’s risk profile and how 
they affect its current and projected level of solvency requirements are taken into account during 
the capital planning process.  The quality and profile of the Company’s own funds over the 
planning period is also taken into consideration. 

• Dividends distribution: To maintain the required capital the Company may adjust the amount of 
dividends paid to the Parent company.  
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The Company’s own funds are all classified as Basic Own Funds Tier 1 Unrestricted and are available to 
cover the Company’s Solvency Capital Requirement (“SCR”) and Minimum Capital Requirement 
(“MCR”) as follows: 
 

 2016 2015 
Basic Own Funds – Tier 1 Unrestricted  €'000 €’000 
Ordinary share capital 5.130 5.130 
Reconciliation Reserve  38.853 43.331 
Own funds eligible to cover SCR/MCR 43.983 48.461 

 
Significant changes in own funds over the reporting period are attributable to variations in net 
technical provisions and changes in retained profits for the year.  
 
The excess of assets over liabilities as calculated for Solvency purposes is different than the amount of 
equity as reported in the Company’s audited financial statements. The following table presents a 
reconciliation of own funds between IFRS financial statements and Solvency II: 
 

  2016 
Own Funds Reconciliation  €'000 
Equity (IFRS Financial Statements)  41.716 
Difference in valuation of technical provisions (net)  7.101 
Deferred Acquisition Costs  (4.204) 
Intangible assets  (306) 
Differences in deferred tax valuation   (324) 
Own Funds (Solvency II) 43.983 

 
E.2 SCR and MCR 
The SCR is the aggregation of market, counterparty, non-life underwriting risks, less diversification and 
then an additional charge to represent operational risks faced by the Company.  The calculated SCR 
(overall and by risk module), at the end of the reporting period is as follows: 
 

  2016 
Solvency Capital Requirement  €’000 
Market Risk   11.728 
Counterparty Risk   11.252 
Non-Life Underwriting Risk   9.839 
Health Risk   215 
Diversification BSCR   (8.583) 
Basic SCR (BSCR)  24.451 
Operational Risk   1.387 
Loss absorbing capacity of deferred taxes (730) 
SCR  25.108 
MCR  6.277 
SCR coverage ratio  175% 

 
The Company calculates the SCR based on the risk modules and sub-modules of the standard formula 
without using any simplified calculations or undertaking specific parameters. 
 
The amount of MCR for the reporting period is €6,3m.  The inputs used to calculate the MCR are the 
net premiums written amounts in the previous 12 months and the net best estimate technical 
provisions both split by Solvency II class of business. The charge for premium and technical provisions 
elements are then summed to create a total charge.  
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Net best estimate 

Net written 
premiums 

 (last 12 months) 
Line of business €’000 €’000 
Medical expense 74 1.132 
Motor vehicle liability 7.885 5.902 
Other motor 3.103 1.981 
Marine, aviation and transport 107 430 
Fire & other damage to property 3.400 10.867 
General liability 6.044 4.197 
Credit and suretyship 22 7 
Miscellaneous financial loss 83 183 
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2 Appendices  
 

Appendix Description 
A Terms/Definitions  
B Structure of the Company’s administrative, management or supervisory body 

    
The following Quantitative Reporting Templates (“QRTs”) are publicly disclosed as part of the SFCR: 
Appendix Table code Table Label   

C1 S.02.01.02 Balance Sheet 
C2 S.05.01.02 Premiums, claims and expenses by line of business 
C3 S.05.02.01 Premiums, claims and expenses by country 
C4 S.17.01.02 Non-life Technical Provisions 
C5 S.19.01.21 Non-life insurance claims  
C6 S.23.01.01 Own Funds 
C7 S.25.01.21 SCR - for undertakings on Standard Formula 
C8 S.28.01.01 MCR  
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Appendix A: Terms/Definitions  
 
Term Definition / Description 
AF Actuarial Function  
ARC Audit/Risk Committee 
BOC or the Bank or the Parent Bank of Cyprus Public Company Ltd 
BoD Board of Directors 
BSCR Basic Solvency Capital Requirement 
CAT Catastrophic Event 
CF Compliance Function  
CGCO Corporate Governance Compliance Officer 
EIOPA European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority 
EU European Union 
ExCo Executive Committee 
Group or BOC Group BOC Group of Companies 
GIC or the Company General Insurance of Cyprus Ltd 
IAF Internal Audit Function  
IAS Internal Accounting Standards 
IBNR/IBNER Incurred But Not Reported/Incurred But Not Enough Reported 
IC Investment Committee 
IFRSs International Financial Reporting Standards 
KRIs Key Risk Indicators 
LCO Local Compliance Officer 
LOB Line of Business 
MCR Minimum Capital Requirement 
ORSA Own Risk & Solvency Assessment 
QRTs  Quantitative Reporting Templates 
RCSA Risk and Control Self-Assessment 
RMF Risk Management Function 
SCR Solvency Capital Requirement 
Supervisory Authority or Regulator  Insurance Companies Control Service 
VEP Voluntary Exit Plan 
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Appendix B: Structure of the Company’s administrative, 
management or supervisory body 

 

General Manager

Board of Directors GIC

Audit/Risk Committee Investment Committee

ExCo
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Appendix C1 - S.02.01.02: Balance Sheet
Solvency II value

Assets C0010
Intangible assets R0030 0
Deferred tax assets R0040 0
Pens ion benefi t surplus R0050 0
Property, plant & equipment held for own use R0060 9.005.574
Investments  (other than assets  held for index-l inked and uni t-l inked contracts ) R0070 37.053.834

Property (other than for own use) R0080 970.000
Holdings  in related undertakings , including participations R0090 872.498
Equities R0100 29.448

Equities  - l i s ted R0110 26.210
Equities  - unl i s ted R0120 3.238

Bonds R0130 0
Government Bonds R0140 0
Corporate Bonds R0150 0
Structured notes R0160 0
Col latera l i sed securi ties R0170 0

Col lective Investments  Undertakings R0180 16.086.617
Derivatives R0190 0
Depos i ts  other than cash equiva lents R0200 19.095.271
Other investments R0210 0

Assets  held for index-l inked and uni t-l inked contracts R0220 0
Loans  and mortgages R0230 0

Loans  on pol icies R0240 0
Loans  and mortgages  to individuals R0250 0
Other loans  and mortgages R0260 0

Reinsurance recoverables  from: R0270 11.816.792
Non-l i fe and heal th s imi lar to non-l i fe R0280 11.816.792

Non-l i fe excluding heal th R0290 11.539.502
Health s imi lar to non-l i fe R0300 277.290

Li fe and heal th s imi lar to l i fe, excluding heal th and index-l inked and uni t-l inked R0310 0
Health s imi lar to l i fe R0320 0
Li fe excluding heal th and index-l inked and uni t-l inked R0330 0

Li fe index-l inked and uni t-l inked R0340 0
Depos i ts  to cedants R0350 0
Insurance and intermediaries  receivables R0360 12.645.623
Reinsurance receivables R0370 101.476
Receivables  (trade, not insurance) R0380 1.791.396
Own shares  (held di rectly) R0390 0
Amounts  due in respect of own fund i tems  or ini tia l  fund ca l led up but not yet pa id in R0400 0
Cash and cash equiva lents R0410 15.527.491
Any other assets , not elsewhere shown R0420 0
Total assets R0500 87.942.186

Solvency II value
Liabilities C0010
Technica l  provis ions  – non-l i fe R0510 34.924.157

Technica l  provis ions  – non-l i fe (excluding heal th) R0520 34.533.630
Technica l  provis ions  ca lculated as  a  whole R0530 0
Best Estimate R0540 32.185.591
Risk margin R0550 2.348.039

Technica l  provis ions  - hea l th (s imi lar to non-l i fe) R0560 390.527
Technica l  provis ions  ca lculated as  a  whole R0570 0
Best Estimate R0580 351.694
Risk margin R0590 38.833

Technica l  provis ions  - l i fe (excluding index-l inked and uni t-l inked) R0600 0
Technica l  provis ions  - hea l th (s imi lar to l i fe) R0610 0

Technica l  provis ions  ca lculated as  a  whole R0620 0
Best Estimate R0630 0
Risk margin R0640 0

Technica l  provis ions  – l i fe (excluding heal th and index-l inked and uni t-l inked) R0650 0
Technica l  provis ions  ca lculated as  a  whole R0660 0
Best Estimate R0670 0
Risk margin R0680 0

Technica l  provis ions  – index-l inked and uni t-l inked R0690 0
Technica l  provis ions  ca lculated as  a  whole R0700 0

Best Estimate R0710 0
Risk margin R0720 0

Contingent l iabi l i ties R0740 0
Provis ions  other than technica l  provis ions R0750 0
Pens ion benefi t obl igations R0760 0
Depos i ts  from reinsurers R0770 0
Deferred tax l iabi l i ties R0780 1.517.720
Derivatives R0790 0
Debts  owed to credi t ins ti tutions R0800 6.412
Financia l  l iabi l i ties  other than debts  owed to credi t ins ti tutions R0810 0
Insurance & intermediaries  payables R0820 3.779.973
Reinsurance payables R0830 2.870.096
Payables  (trade, not insurance) R0840 860.811
Subordinated l iabi l i ties R0850 0

Subordinated l iabi l i ties  not in Bas ic Own Funds R0860 0
Subordinated l iabi l i ties  in Bas ic Own Funds R0870 0

Any other l iabi l i ties , not elsewhere shown R0880 0
Total liabilities R0900 43.959.169
Excess of assets over liabilities R1000 43.983.017
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Appendix C2 - S.05.01.02: Premiums, claims and expenses by line of business

Medica l  
expense 

insurance

Income 
protection 
insurance

Workers ' 
compensation 

insurance

Motor vehicle 
l iabi l i ty 

insurance

Other motor 
insurance

Marine, aviation and 
transport insurance

Fire and other 
damage to 

property insurance

Genera l  
l iabi l i ty 

insurance

Credit and 
suretyship 
insurance

Legal   
expenses  
insurance

Ass is tance
Miscel laneous  
financia l  loss

Health Casual ty
Marine, 

aviation, 
transport

Property

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0090 C0100 C0110 C0120 C0130 C0140 C0150 C0160 C0200
Premiums written
 Gross  - Di rect Bus iness R0110 1.848.768 0 0 7.930.405 2.887.299 605.513 22.059.302 5.871.619 36.473 0 0 3.715.485 44.954.864
 Gross  - Proportional  reinsurance accepted R0120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 Gross  - Non-proportional  reinsurance accepted R0130 0 0 0 0 0
 Reinsurers ' share R0140 716.504 0 0 1.930.092 1.012.560 167.325 11.194.879 1.674.569 29.425 0 0 3.532.657 0 0 0 0 20.258.010
 Net R0200 1.132.264 0 0 6.000.313 1.874.739 438.188 10.864.423 4.197.050 7.048 0 0 182.828 0 0 0 0 24.696.853
Premiums earned
 Gross  - Di rect Bus iness R0210 1.702.173 0 0 7.805.754 2.842.254 614.941 22.147.081 6.323.077 38.161 0 0 4.754.467 46.227.908
 Gross  - Proportional  reinsurance accepted R0220 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 Gross  - Non-proportional  reinsurance accepted R0230 0 0 0 0 0
 Reinsurers ' share R0240 584.925 0 0 2.130.826 775.882 184.755 12.117.852 2.585.799 30.654 0 0 4.616.897 0 0 0 0 23.027.590
 Net R0300 1.117.248 0 0 5.674.928 2.066.372 430.186 10.029.229 3.737.278 7.507 0 0 137.570 0 0 0 0 23.200.318
Claims incurred
 Gross  - Di rect Bus iness R0310 225.429 0 0 7.115.436 1.477.910 90.512 2.078.115 1.488.655 -201 0 0 1.032.106 13.507.962
 Gross  - Proportional  reinsurance accepted R0320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 Gross  - Non-proportional  reinsurance accepted R0330 0 0 0 0 0
 Reinsurers ' share R0340 45.815 0 0 2.477.465 248.818 18.901 429.605 513.210 -171 0 0 1.026.132 0 0 0 0 4.759.775
 Net R0400 179.614 0 0 4.637.971 1.229.092 71.611 1.648.510 975.445 -30 0 0 5.974 0 0 0 0 8.748.187
Changes in other technical provisions
 Gross  - Di rect Bus iness R0410 31.960 0 0 -24.267 -8.836 -2.242 3.271 -168.126 -1.256 0 0 -78.863 -248.359
 Gross  - Proportional  reinsurance accepted R0420 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 Gross  - Non- proportional  reinsurance accepted R0430 0 0 0 0 0
 Reinsurers ' share R0440 14.397 0 0 12.023 4.378 -405 -317.622 -186.365 -944 0 0 -97.990 0 0 0 0 -572.528
 Net R0500 17.563 0 0 -36.290 -13.214 -1.837 320.893 18.239 -312 0 0 19.127 0 0 0 0 324.169
Expenses incurred R0550 720.245 0 0 2.702.392 872.709 339.820 6.642.403 1.675.501 23.247 0 0 226.174 0 0 0 0 13.202.491
Other expenses R1200 0
Total expenses R1300 13.202.491

Tota l

Heal th 
insurance

Insurance 
with profi t 
participati

on

Index-l inked 
and uni t-

l inked 
insurance

Other l i fe 
insurance

Annuities  s temming 
from non-l i fe 

insurance contracts  
and relating to 

heal th insurance 
obl igations

Annuities  s temming from 
non-l i fe insurance 

contracts  and relating to 
insurance obl igations  

other than heal th 
insurance obl igations

Health 
reinsurance

Li fe 
reinsurance

C0210 C0220 C0230 C0240 C0250 C0260 C0270 C0280 C0300
Premiums written
 Gross R1410
 Reinsurers ' share R1420
 Net R1500
Premiums earned
 Gross R1510
 Reinsurers ' share R1520
 Net R1600
Claims incurred
 Gross R1610
 Reinsurers ' share R1620
 Net R1700
Changes in other technical provisions
 Gross R1710
 Reinsurers ' share R1720
 Net R1800
Expenses incurred R1900
Other expenses R2500
Total expenses R2600

Line of Bus iness  for: life insurance obligations Life reinsurance obligations

Line of Bus iness  for: non-life insurance and reinsurance obligations (direct business and accepted proportional reinsurance)
Line of Bus iness  for:

accepted non-proportional reinsurance

Tota l
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Appendix C3 - S.05.02.01: Premiums, claims and expenses by country

Home 
Country

Total Top 5 and home country

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070
R0010   GREECE    {s2c_GA:GR}

C0080 C0090 C0100 C0110 C0120 C0130 C0140
Premiums written
 Gross  - Di rect Bus iness R0110 44.968.479 -13.615 44.954.864
 Gross  - Proportional  reinsurance accepted R0120 0 0 0
 Gross  - Non-proportional  reinsurance accept  R0130 0 0 0
 Reinsurers ' share R0140 20.269.055 -11.045 20.258.010
 Net R0200 24.699.423 -2.570 24.696.853
Premiums earned
 Gross  - Di rect Bus iness R0210 46.240.644 -12.736 46.227.908
 Gross  - Proportional  reinsurance accepted R0220 0 0 0
 Gross  - Non-proportional  reinsurance accept  R0230 0 0 0
 Reinsurers ' share R0240 23.037.764 -10.174 23.027.590
 Net R0300 23.202.880 -2.562 23.200.318
Claims incurred
 Gross  - Di rect Bus iness R0310 13.822.600 -314.638 13.507.962
 Gross  - Proportional  reinsurance accepted R0320 0 0 0
 Gross  - Non-proportional  reinsurance accept  R0330 0 0 0
 Reinsurers ' share R0340 4.853.526 -93.751 4.759.775
 Net R0400 8.969.074 -220.887 8.748.187
Changes in other technical provisions
 Gross  - Di rect Bus iness R0410 -248.359 0 -248.359
 Gross  - Proportional  reinsurance accepted R0420 0 0 0
 Gross  - Non- proportional  reinsurance accep R0430 0 0 0
 Reinsurers ' share R0440 -572.528 0 -572.528
 Net R0500 324.169 0 324.169
Expenses incurred R0550 12.928.707 273.785 13.202.492
Other expenses R1200 0
Total expenses R1300 0 0 13.202.492

Home 
Country

Total Top 5 and home country

C0150 C0160 C0170 C0180 C0190 C0200 C0210
R1400

C0220 C0230 C0240 C0250 C0260 C0270 C0280
Premiums written
 Gross R1410
 Reinsurers ' share R1420
 Net R1500
Premiums earned
 Gross R1510
 Reinsurers ' share R1520
 Net R1600
Claims incurred
 Gross R1610
 Reinsurers ' share R1620
 Net R1700
Changes in other technical provisions
 Gross R1710
 Reinsurers ' share R1720
 Net R1800
Expenses incurred R1900
Other expenses R2500
Total expenses R2600

Top 5 countries (by amount of gross premiums written) 
- non-life obligations

Top 5 countries (by amount of gross premiums written) 
- life obligations
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Medical 
expense 

insurance

Income 
protection
insurance

Workers' 
compensation 

insurance

Motor 
vehicle 
liability 

insurance

Other 
motor 

insurance

Marine, 
aviation and 

transport 
insurance

Fire and other 
damage to 

property 
insurance

General 
liability 

insurance

Credit and 
suretyship 
insurance

Legal 
expenses 
insurance

Assistance
Miscellaneo
us financial 

loss

Non-
proportional 

health 
reinsurance

Non-
proportional 

casualty 
reinsurance

Non-proportional 
marine, aviation 

and transport 
reinsurance 

Non-
proportional 

property 
reinsurance

C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0090 C0100 C0110 C0120 C0130 C0140 C0150 C0160 C0170 C0180
Technical provisions calculated as a whole R0010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Tota l  Recoverables  from reinsurance/SPV and Fini te Re after the 
adjustment for expected losses  due to counterparty defaul t 
associated to TP ca lculated as  a  whole

R0050
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Technical provisions calculated as a sum of BE and RM
Best estimate
Premium provis ions
Gross R0060 -215.280 0 0 1.963.935 2.272.874 49.693 2.266.614 711.580 1.789 0 0 113.625 0 0 0 0 7.164.830
Tota l  recoverable from reinsurance/SPV and Fini te Re after the 
adjustment for expected losses  due to counterparty defaul t

R0140
74.737 0 0 477.716 457.279 9.296 1.236.228 51.164 702 0 0 52.380 0 0 0 0 2.359.502

Net Best Estimate of Premium Provis ions R0150 -290.017 0 0 1.486.219 1.815.595 40.397 1.030.386 660.416 1.087 0 0 61.245 0 0 0 0 4.805.328
Claims provisions
Gross R0160 566.974 0 0 8.991.442 1.507.629 75.361 4.766.868 9.252.076 162.503 0 0 49.602 0 0 0 0 25.372.455
Tota l  recoverable from reinsurance/SPV and Fini te Re after the 
adjustment for expected losses  due to counterparty defaul t

R0240
202.553 0 0 2.592.159 219.747 8.985 2.396.722 3.868.170 141.164 0 0 27.790 0 0 0 0 9.457.290

Net Best Estimate of Cla ims  Provis ions R0250 364.421 0 0 6.399.283 1.287.882 66.376 2.370.146 5.383.906 21.339 0 0 21.812 0 0 0 0 15.915.165
Total Best estimate - gross R0260 351.694 0 0 10.955.377 3.780.503 125.054 7.033.482 9.963.656 164.292 0 0 163.227 0 0 0 0 32.537.285
Total Best estimate - net R0270 74.404 0 0 7.885.502 3.103.477 106.773 3.400.532 6.044.322 22.426 0 0 83.057 0 0 0 0 20.720.493
Risk margin R0280 38.833 0 0 579.884 228.167 31.097 923.899 534.076 6.240 0 0 44.676 0 0 0 0 2.386.872
Amount of the transitional on Technical Provisions
Technica l  Provis ions  ca lculated as  a  whole R0290 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Best estimate R0300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Risk margin R0310 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Technical provisions - total
Technica l  provis ions  - tota l R0320 390.527 0 0 11.535.261 4.008.670 156.151 7.957.381 10.497.732 170.532 0 0 207.903 0 0 0 0 34.924.157
Recoverable from reinsurance contract/SPV and Fini te Re after 
the adjustment for expected losses  due to counterparty defaul t - 

R0330
277.290 0 0 3.069.875 677.026 18.281 3.632.950 3.919.334 141.866 0 0 80.170 0 0 0 0 11.816.792

Technica l  provis ions  minus  recoverables  from reinsurance/SPV 
and Fini te Re - tota l

R0340
113.237 0 0 8.465.386 3.331.644 137.870 4.324.431 6.578.398 28.666 0 0 127.733 0 0 0 0 23.107.365

Direct business and accepted proportional reinsurance Accepted non-proportional reinsurance

Total Non-
Life 

obligation

Appendix C4 - S.17.01.02: Non-life Technical Provisions
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Appendix C5 - S.19.01.21: Non-life insurance claims

Total Non-Life Business

Accident year / Underwriting year Z0010   Accident year [AY]    {s2c_AM:x4}

Gross Claims Paid (non-cumulative)
(absolute amount)  

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10&+
In Current 

year
Sum of years 
(cumulative)

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050 C0060 C0070 C0080 C0090 C0100 C0110 C0170 C0180
Prior R0100 R0100
N-9 R0160 6.957.345 3.207.609 1.149.335 483.282 211.604 226.963 118.966 115.793 238.585 40.924 R0160 40.924 12.750.405
N-8 R0170 9.115.498 4.026.957 1.271.161 3.007.634 293.993 161.143 54.966 69.061 9.637 R0170 9.637 18.010.050
N-7 R0180 10.563.026 6.140.473 958.166 1.533.300 807.858 136.417 181.070 21.405 R0180 21.405 20.341.714
N-6 R0190 12.148.299 7.209.176 1.070.198 740.314 258.281 181.934 1.163.806 R0190 1.163.806 22.772.008
N-5 R0200 13.532.412 7.998.218 686.431 244.897 347.935 1.768.765 R0200 1.768.765 24.578.658
N-4 R0210 13.857.369 5.281.525 1.614.397 389.471 124.209 R0210 124.209 21.266.971
N-3 R0220 10.897.936 4.223.751 1.056.033 1.317.842 R0220 1.317.842 17.495.561
N-2 R0230 9.566.941 3.623.113 606.719 R0230 606.719 13.796.773
N-1 R0240 10.168.380 2.429.113 R0240 2.429.113 12.597.493
N R0250 7.661.722 R0250 7.661.722 7.661.722

Total R0260 15.144.144 171.271.356

Gross undiscounted Best Estimate Claims Provisions
(absolute amount)

Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10&+
Year end 

(discounted 
data)

C0200 C0210 C0220 C0230 C0240 C0250 C0260 C0270 C0280 C0290 C0300 C0360
Prior R0100 1.346.259 R0100 1.356.578
N-9 R0160 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 648.930 R0160 650.483
N-8 R0170 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 655.121 R0170 656.516
N-7 R0180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.396.310 R0180 1.400.603
N-6 R0190 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.423.652 R0190 2.430.014
N-5 R0200 0 0 0 0 0 2.484.324 R0200 2.489.404
N-4 R0210 0 0 0 0 1.624.987 R0210 1.629.780
N-3 R0220 0 0 0 2.444.902 R0220 2.439.748
N-2 R0230 0 0 1.626.348 R0230 1.628.747
N-1 R0240 0 2.182.928 R0240 2.183.034
N R0250 7.386.119 R0250 7.391.800

Total R0260 24.256.707

Development year

Development year
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Appendix C6 - S.23.01.01: Own funds

Total
Tier 1 - 

unrestricted 
Tier 1 - 

restricted 
Tier 2 Tier 3

C0010 C0020 C0030 C0040 C0050
Basic own funds before deduction for participations in other financial sector as foreseen in 
article 68 of Delegated Regulation 2015/35

Ordinary share capi ta l  (gross  of own shares ) R0010 5.130.000 5.130.000 0
Share premium account related to ordinary share capi ta l R0030 0 0 0
Iini tia l  funds , members ' contributions  or the equiva lent bas ic own - fund i tem for 
mutual  and mutual -type undertakings  

R0040 0 0 0

Subordinated mutual  member accounts R0050 0 0 0 0
Surplus  funds R0070 0 0
Preference shares R0090 0 0 0 0
Share premium account related to preference shares R0110 0 0 0 0
Reconci l iation reserve R0130 38.853.017 38.853.017
Subordinated l iabi l i ties R0140 0 0 0 0
An amount equal  to the va lue of net deferred tax assets R0160 0 0
Other own fund i tems  approved by the supervisory authori ty as  bas ic own funds  not 
speci fied above 

R0180 0 0 0 0 0

Own funds from the financial statements that should not be represented by the reconciliation 
reserve and do not meet the criteria to be classified as Solvency II own funds

Own funds  from the financia l  s tatements  that should not be represented by the 
reconci l iation reserve and do not meet the cri teria  to be class i fied as  Solvency II  

 

R0220 0

Deductions
Deductions  for participations  in financia l  and credi t ins ti tutions R0230 0 0 0 0

Total basic own funds after deductions R0290 43.983.017 43.983.017 0 0 0
Ancillary own funds

Unpaid and uncal led ordinary share capi ta l  ca l lable on demand R0300 0 0
Unpaid and uncal led ini tia l  funds , members ' contributions  or the equiva lent bas ic 
own fund i tem for mutual  and mutual  - type undertakings , ca l lable on demand R0310 0 0

Unpaid and uncal led preference shares  ca l lable on demand R0320 0 0 0
A lega l ly binding commitment to subscribe and pay for subordinated l iabi l i ties  on R0330 0 0 0
Letters  of credi t and guarantees  under Article 96(2) of the Directive 2009/138/EC R0340 0 0
Letters  of credi t and guarantees  other than under Article 96(2) of the Directive R0350 0 0 0
Supplementary members  ca l l s  under fi rs t subparagraph of Article 96(3) of the 
Directive 2009/138/EC

R0360 0 0

Supplementary members  ca l l s  - other than under fi rs t subparagraph of Article 96(3) 
of the Directive 2009/138/EC

R0370 0 0 0

Other anci l lary own funds R0390 0 0 0
Total ancillary own funds R0400 0 0 0
Available and eligible own funds

Tota l  ava i lable own funds  to meet the SCR R0500 43.983.017 43.983.017 0 0 0
Tota l  ava i lable own funds  to meet the MCR R0510 43.983.017 43.983.017 0 0
Tota l  el igible own funds  to meet the SCR R0540 43.983.017 43.983.017 0 0 0
Tota l  el igible own funds  to meet the MCR R0550 43.983.017 43.983.017 0 0

SCR R0580 25.108.277
MCR R0600 6.277.069
Ratio of Eligible own funds to SCR R0620 175%
Ratio of Eligible own funds to MCR R0640 701%

C0060
Reconciliation reserve

Excess  of assets  over l iabi l i ties R0700 43.983.017
Own shares  (held di rectly and indirectly) R0710 0
Foreseeable dividends , dis tributions  and charges R0720 0
Other bas ic own fund i tems  R0730 5.130.000
Adjustment for restricted own fund i tems  in respect of matching adjustment 
portfol ios  and ring fenced funds

R0740 0

Reconciliation reserve R0760 38.853.017
Expected profits

Expected profi ts  included in future premiums (EPIFP) - Li fe bus iness R0770 0
Expected profi ts  included in future premiums (EPIFP) - Non- l i fe bus iness R0780 5.400.039

Total Expected profits included in future premiums (EPIFP) R0790 5.400.039
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Appendix C7 - S.25.01.21: Solvency Capital Requirement - for undertakings on Standard Formula

Gross solvency 
capital requirement

USP Simplifications

C0110 C0090 C0100
Market ri sk R0010 11.727.530
Counterparty defaul t ri sk R0020 11.251.539
Li fe underwri ting ri sk R0030 0
Health underwri ting ri sk R0040 215.508
Non-l i fe underwri ting ri sk R0050 9.839.535
Divers i fi cation R0060 -8.583.057
Intangible asset ri sk R0070 0
Basic Solvency Capital Requirement R0100 24.451.055

Calculation of Solvency Capital Requirement C0100
Operational  ri sk R0130 1.387.219
Loss -absorbing capaci ty of technica l  provis ions R0140 0
Loss -absorbing capaci ty of deferred taxes R0150 -729.998
Capita l  requirement for bus iness  operated in accordance with Art. 4 of Di rective 
2003/41/EC

R0160 0

Solvency Capital Requirement excluding capital add-on R0200 25.108.276
Capita l  add-on a l ready set R0210 0
Solvency capital requirement R0220 25.108.276
Other information on SCR
Capita l  requirement for duration-based equity ri sk sub-module R0400 0
Tota l  amount of Notional  Solvency Capita l  Requirements  for remaining part R0410 0
Tota l  amount of Notional  Solvency Capita l  Requirements  for ring fenced funds R0420 0
Tota l  amount of Notional  Solvency Capita l  Requirements  for matching adjustment 
portfol ios

R0430 0

Divers i fi cation effects  due to RFF nSCR aggregation for article 304 R0440 0
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Linear formula component for non-life insurance and reinsurance obligations

C0010
MCRNL Resul t R0010 4.083.899

Net (of 
reinsurance/SPV) 

best estimate and 
TP ca lculated as  a  

whole

Net (of 
reinsurance) 

wri tten premiums 
in the las t 12 

months
C0020 C0030

Medica l  expense insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0020 74.404 1.132.273
Income protection insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0030 0 0
Workers ' compensation insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0040 0 0
Motor vehicle l iabi l i ty insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0050 7.885.502 5.901.871
Other motor insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0060 3.103.477 1.981.274
Marine, aviation and transport insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0070 106.773 430.094
Fire and other damage to property insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0080 3.400.532 10.866.935
Genera l  l iabi l i ty insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0090 6.044.322 4.197.099
Credit and suretyship insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0100 22.426 7.048
Legal  expenses  insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0110 0 0
Ass is tance and proportional  reinsurance R0120 0 0
Miscel laneous  financia l  loss  insurance and proportional  reinsurance R0130 83.057 182.828
Non-proportional  heal th reinsurance R0140 0 0
Non-proportional  casual ty reinsurance R0150 0 0
Non-proportional  marine, aviation and transport reinsurance R0160 0 0
Non-proportional  property reinsurance R0170 0 0

Linear formula component for life insurance and reinsurance obligations

C0040
MCRL Resul t R0200

Net (of 
reinsurance/SPV) 

best estimate and 
TP ca lculated as  a  

whole

Net (of 
reinsurance/SPV) 

tota l  capi ta l  at 
ri sk

C0050 C0060
Obl igations  with profi t participation - guaranteed benefi ts R0210
Obl igations  with profi t participation - future discretionary benefi ts R0220
Index-l inked and uni t-l inked insurance obl igations  R0230
Other l i fe (re)insurance and heal th (re)insurance obl igations R0240
Tota l  capi ta l  at ri sk for a l l  l i fe (re)insurance obl igations R0250

Overall MCR calculation
C0070

Linear MCR R0300 4.083.899
SCR R0310 25.108.277
MCR cap R0320 11.298.725
MCR floor R0330 6.277.069
Combined MCR R0340 6.277.069
Absolute floor of the MCR R0350 3.700.000

C0070
Minimum Capital Requirement R0400 6.277.069

Appendix C8 - S.28.01.01: Minimum Capital Requirement - Only life or only non-life 
insurance or reinsurance activity 
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